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By CONNIE CASS
Associated Press Writer

Cloudy
Tonight: Cloudy with showers likely after midnight. Low
in the lower 50s. Chance of
rain 60 percent. Tuesday:
Occasional showers and thunderstorms. High 60 to 65.
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Millionaire bringing horse farm to west Ky.
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— One detail at a time, millionaire
David Garvin is building a western
Kentucky thoroughbred farm to
compete with the Bluegrass barons
entrenched in Lexington.
He admits his knowledge of

horses and racing is limited. But
Garvin is convinced the same passion for particulars that made him a
successful businessman can make
him a respected horseman.
lie wants a stable of 20 top
mares and, eventually, a Kentucky
Derby winner.
"It's just like any other business
— to succeed you just do it better

If

and V. ork harder," Garvin said.
And you sweat the small things.
Garvin chose the bolts for his
barn doors and selected the hardwood to line his 20 stalls. He
knows what type of window is safest for horses and how to design
breezeways to ventilate a stall and
keep it dry.
"That's the kind of little detail

you might not think about if you
didn't know," he said. "I've givei-,
these things a lot of thought."
Gavrin's farm. Ironwood, is now
the focus of the enthusiasm and
energy that shaped a single shop
into Camping World, a national
business with S120 million in
(Cont'd on page 2)

Up and over

Area drug arrests
on the rise after
authorities join
regional team

NATIONAL

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Forecasters say the weather will
cooperate when the space shuttle Discovery takes off with NASA's
most valuable and eagerly awaited payload, the $1.5 billion Hubble
Space Telescope.
BUDAPEST, Hungary — The conservative Democratic Forum
defeated its liberal rival in elections that closed the book on four
decades of Communist rule, and was .expected to seek a governing
coalition with two smaller parties.
KATMANDU, Nepal — Tens of thousands of Nepalese paraded
through Katmandu in a delirium of joy today, chanting "Victory, Victory" to celebrate the government's agreement to establish a multiparty system.
LIMA, Peru — Celebrated novelist Mario Vargas Llosa won the
most votes in Peru's presidential elections, but a politically independent agronomist who surged from behind has forced a runoff, unofficial returns showed today.

PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) — Drug
arrests in far western Kentucky
have risen sharply since several
law enforcement agencies joined to
form one of several regional antidrug teams spanning Kentucky,
authorities say.
Sixteen sheriffs and police chiefs
in the eight-county Jackson Purchase are participating in the Western
Area Narcotics Team. They cooperate across county lines in an.
arrangement becoming increasingly
common in rural Kentucky.
"Drug cases in particular tend to
expand beyond boundary lines so
fast," said Chief Deputy And
Sedlock of the Marshall Cour.;y
sheriff's office. An organization
like WANT has become "pretty
much of a necessity to keep sor,ic
continuity in the imestigation.'
Since its inception in I.
WANT has snared LAO of the re,:-

STATE
FRANKFORT — State lawmakers satisfied one education group
when they rebuilt Kentucky's public school system, but its massive
product apparently will wind up in court because of complaints from
others.
FRANKFORT — The search was on last week for a smoking gun
to prove Humana Inc. had held up the General Assembly.
LEXINGTON — A mild winter had a chilling effect on coal sales
in Kentucky, as utilities relied on stockpiles built after a stretch of frigid weather early in the season, a coal operator said.
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. — Kenova residents who say they're sick
of pollution — and sick from it — are fighting a war between states
armed with a new study they say shows their health is being damaged
by an oil refinery just across the Kentucky border.

A competitor and her horse negotiate a hurdle during the Regional Intercollegiate Horse Show at the West
Kentucky Show and Exposition Center Sunday. The University of Kentucky won top honors at the event
which drew 100 riders from 13 teams (See story on page 2).

Ferry captain denies reports of'improper behavior'
By DOUG MELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

SPORTS
AUGUSTA, Ga. — When golf's renowned front-runner flopped,
Nick Faldo pounced.
AUGUSTA, Ga. — Jack Nicklaus wanted to make history. All he
did was see somebody else repeat it.
ARLINGTON, Texas — Nolan Ryan, who excited Texas Rangers
fans last season with a succession of near no-hitters and a string of
strikeout victims, unveils what team officials hope is another magic
season.
HOUSTON —No debut goes completely according to plan. So, like
any original, there were problems associated with the opening of the
Astrodomc in 1965.

BUSINESS

FINANCE

LYSEK1L, Sweden (AP) — The
captain of the ferry that became a
fiery deathtrap during a North Sea
voyage denied improper behavior
today as reports surfaced he and his
officers abandoned ship as rescue
efforts got under way.
Police estimated about 150 people were killed in the suspicious

Who owns U.S. real estate

By PETE YOST

tnthons or dollars

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Coal sales in Kentucky dipped
this winter when the temperatures didn't.
"We certainly felt a
depressed market because utilities have not bought as much
with the mild winter," said
James Booth, president of
Beech Fork Processing Inc. in
Martin and Johnson counties.
, ,Booth said utilities probably
bought too much coal in
December because of that
month's bitterly cold weather.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Prosecutors may call Oliver North and
John Poindexter before a federal
grand jury to answer questions
about the Iran-Contra scandal,
according to sources who have
watched the investigation closely.
That would give Iran-Contra prosecutors their first opportunity to
conduct a wide-ranging iterrogation
of North outside the constraints
imposed by a courtroom trial

Associated Pres. Writer
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday end 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

"1 nc,.er failed the passengers."
Larsen was quoted as saying by.
Sweden's national rf news agency. "It was only when the flames
were around the bridge and we
didn't have a chance to go
to
look for more passengers on the
deck that I gave the order to leave
the ship." Larsen was quoted as
saying.

arranged,— said Norwegian criminal police chief Magnar Auskrust
in Oslo. "In that case, it is a real
disaster, caused by one or several
persons," he said.
Captain Hugo Larsen was on the
bridge of the 10,500-ton ferry as
the smoldering ship was towed into
harbor at dusk on Saturday. Fire
officials said he left the ship before
all survivors were evaeliated, and
returned -later.

ao,An

(Cont'd on page 2)

setting.
Poindexter is a candidate for a
'grand jury appearance following
his sentencing June 11 on his convictions for conspiracy, obstruction
and lying to Congress, say the
sources, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Grand jury appearances by North
and Poindexter probably would
constitute the final phase of the
Iran-Contra criminal investigation,
the sources said. A Poindexter
(Cont'd on page 2)

Making a difference...
By HANK LOWENKRON

Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports

blaze, which broke out on the
20-year-old Scandinavia Star
before dawn Saturday as it headed
to Denmark from Norway.
District police chief Roar Onso
said a commission of officials from
Sweden. Norway and Denmark
would investigate the disaster,
parallel to the police investigation
focusing on suspicions of arson.
"We are working on the
assumption that the fire was

North, Poindexter may face
questions from grand jury
Associated Press Writer

Business facts

(Cont'd on page 2)

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Ryan
White, who put a youthful face on
AIDS and the fears and discrimination its victims encounter, was
recalled as a young man who
"made a difference" after losing a
51/5 -year struggle with the disease.
"He was the boy next door who
first showed a stunned nation that
no one is safe from the risk of
AIDS," said Dr. Martin B. Kleiman, White's physician throughout
his illness. "He had no bitterness.
"With an honest simplicity, his
was the voice that many. if not

most, first heard, even though his
was not the first voice."
White, 18, died shortly after 7
a.m. Sunday of lung congestion
from an AIDS-related respiratory
infection. He had been in critical
condition on a ventilator at Riley
Hospital for Children since March
29.
"At the end, his family and a
few of the others who loved him
were close at his side," said Kleiman. "He never regained consciousness. and I am confident that
he suffered no pain at the end."
White's death saddened a nation
that had followed his battle with
the illness since 1985, when he was

Oliver North

John M. Poindexter

Ryan White became a voice of AIDS
barred from a public school system
because of fears of the disease.
His mother, Jeanne, and his
16-year-old sister, Andrea, had
kept a bedside vigil, joined at times
singer Elton John and the Rev.
Jesse Jackson. Singer Michael
Jackson arrived in Indiana Sunday
to offer condolences to the family.
His schoolmates at Hamilton
Heights High School in Arcadia
were shocked to learn of White's
death.
"I hoped they could find a cure
before it was over," said freshman
Aaron Gilmore, 15. ''He was aware
of what could happen. But I
remember him saying that he's

going to li‘e for five years. until
they find a cure. And if they didn't,
he'd live for five more, and keep
going until they find a cure."
John, who stayed at the hospital
with the Whites nearly a week,
dedicated the song "Candle in the
Wind" to White during the Farm
Aid IV concert Saturday night at
the Hoosier Dome. about a mile
from the hospital.
"This one's for Ryan," John
said to the cheers of 45,000 fans at
the concert to raise funds for financially troubled farmers.
President Bush, who last week
(Coat'd ea pap 2)
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Millionaire...
(Cont'd from page 1)
revenue expected fur the 1990 fiscal year.
Garvin, 47, opened his first store
with a S5,000 loan in 1966 when
he noticed the growing number of
campers who flocked to his father's
Beech Bend Amusement Park in
Bow ling Green.
Camping World, which sells
accessories and supplies for recreational vehicles, has since expanded
to 18 stores in 11 states and a
national mail-order business.

Ferry...
(Cont'd from page 1)
::spector Ingvar Brynfors,
ho ,,s among the first rescuers
reach the ship, said four people,
,A 0 passengers and two Portuguese
were found alive on the
alter the captain left.
1.ars,:n had moved to the Stena
another ferry that picked up.
UN and helped coordinate
-:seue efforts, Brynfors told
Larsen, speaking on Swedish

White...
(Cont'd from page 1)
planted a tree in White's honor in
downtown Indianapolis, said he
and first lady Barbara were ''deepis saddened" by White's death.
"Ryan's death reaffirms that \A e
as a people must pledge to continue
the fight, his fight. against this
dreaded disease," Bush said.
WItite. born Dec. 16, 1971, in
Kokomo, was 13 when he was
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Having made his fortune, Garvin's thoughts turned back to racing. He traces his affection for the
sport 10 his childhood, when he
would ride a bus with his grandfather to see the horses run at
Churchill Downs.
"This is what I love," he said.
"I never had the money or the time
to go into it the way I wanted."
In May 1988, Garvin sold twothirds of Camping World to some
of his top managers and a group of
English investors.
Garvin remains the largest stockholder, owning a third of the company. But he now spends only
radio, also denied that the alarm
failed to go off. "That is not correct, because the fire alarm sounded all over the boat. (We) hit it
three times in a row, started all fire
pumps and at the same time the
radio operator was awakened and
sent the Mayday signal," he said.
Police listed 345 survivors, but it
was uncertain how many people
liLd been aboard when the fire
broke out. The captain said 395
passengers and 97 crewmen were
on board, leaving 147 people dead
or missing and presumed dead. But
that figure did not include children
under age 7, said Onso.
diagnosed with AIDS in December
1984. He had contracted acquired
immune deficiency syndrome
through a blood-clotting agent used
to treat his hemophilia.
In 1985, White was barred from
Western Middle School near Kokomo after school officials and
parents rejected health authorities'
assurances that AIDS cannot be
spread through casual contact.
After months of school board
battles and court hearings, White
on the right to attend school. But
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Music Ministry

First Baptist Church
(Murray, Ky.
presents

about an hour each week on Camping World business.
That leaves him free to watch as
a barn and pastures take shape on
900 acres in a bend of the Barren
River, 156 miles southwest of the
heart of Bluegrass country.
The grass of Garvin's farm
won't be blue — it will be a lush
green fescue developed in a
laboratory.
And the army of veterinarians,
feed stores and others who cater to
the industry will be farther away.
But Garvin expects that to change
Some day.
"I want to bring the horse business to my home. It's not just
bringing a new industry to town;
it's like bringing another way of
life," he said.
The success of one breeding
farm will draw others, he hopes,
and spawn an industry in the western Kentucky hills where seven
generations of his family have
lived. He hopes his four teen-age
children will one day take over the
farm.
"I think of this area as a southern Bluegrass, a sleeker, faster
Bluegrass," Garvin said. "I think
by the year 2000 there could be a
reputation and a tradition built
here."
pressures on his family later drove
the Whites to the town of Cicero,
and he enrolled at Hamilton
Heights High School in nearby
Arcadia.
In his new home, townspeople
and fellow students rallied around
him and befriended him.
White became a national spokesman for children with AIDS,
appearing at congressional hearings
and fund-raisers, and the story of
his life was told in a 1989 madefor-TV movie.
In 1988, White spoke before the
National Education Association
and discussed his battle with AIDS.
"I stand before you to ask for
your help," White told the teachers. "The many peo-ple against me
said they weren't against me, but
against my disease. Help me beat
the odds and together let's educate
and save the children of the world.
By proper education, AIDS can be
a disease, not a dirty word."

Farm Aid performers help collect
more than $1.3 million Saturday
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Rock hours. It was the first sucl. concert
star John Mellencamp says Farm in 2V2 years, and organizers made
Aid's work for the American fami- it clear the main reason they staged
ly farmer remains unfinished 5',4
the show was to generate money
years after its inception and has and raise awareness.
distinguished itself from other benLinda Lewi, a Farm Aid spokesefib that come and quickly pass. woman, said Sunday
that figures on
"The thing about Farm Aid is, how much money the
concert had
we're still here," Mellencamp said. raised would not be
released until
Other charitable endeavors by Monday because donation
totals
musicians, such as the Live Aid still were being tallied.
She said
concert in 1985 to raise money for that by late Saturday the
concert
famine relief in Africa, have disap- had raised about S1.3
million.
peared from public view, though.
Until Saturday, the organization
"I'm not bad-mouthing nobody. had raised more than
$12 million
I don't know, but I think people are and distributed some
S9 million to
still starving in Africa, too," the more than 100 farm
groups, service
Indiana singer said at the fourth agencies, churches
and emergency
Farm Aid concert to raise money to hotlines in 41
states.
help ease the financial plight of
family farmers.
Farm Aid IV was staged at a
More than 60 musicians includ- time it could influence the new feding Elton John, Bonnie Raitt, Lyle eral farm bill Congress is considerLovett and Crosby, Stills and Nash ing and while negotiators work on
performed at Saturday's Hoosier a new international General AgreeDome show that lasted nearly 14 ment on Trade and Tariffs that
would regulate agriculture policy.
Mellencamp, Farm Aid President
Willie Nelson and Neil Young, the
musician organizers for the benefit
since the first show in Champaign,
III., in 1985, have indicated their
disappointment that their efforts
Murray State University hosted
until now have not influenced fedthe Regional Intercollegiate Horse
Show Sunday at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center,
and it qualified riders in hunt seat,
which includes jumping, and stock
seat, or western riding.
Michelle Just qualified for zone
A free Industrial Assessment and
competition in the hunt seat class, Training Program (IATP) workshop
and three other MSU riders quali- for dislocated workers in the four
fied for national competition in
counties served by the Kentucky
stock seat events: Helen Mayer, Department for Employment Services
Kim Gibson and Beth Uelsmann. (DES)office in Mayfield is scheduled
Students who competed in the
Thursday morning, April 12.
regional show qualified by earning
points at earlier shows.
To run from 9 a.m. to noon in the
First-, second- and third-place conference room of the DES office at
winners in hunt seat — like Just — 319 S. 17th St. in Mayfield, the
must go to a zone competition this session will include both an orientaweekend in Lafayette, Ind., before tion and assessment conducted by
they can advance to the nationals. representatives of the Institute for
First- and second-place stock seat Workforce Development at Murray
winners automatically advance to State University.
the nationals.
Counties served by the DES office

Murray State riders
qualify at regional
show over weekend

IATP workshop offered
at Murray State April 12

Murray woman
injured after
Team...
two-car accident (Cont'd from
A two-vehicle accident on N.
16th Street around 5:45 p.m. Sunday sent a Murray woman to the
hospital, according to a report from
the Murray Police Department.
Carol Clark, 21, of Murray, was
treated and released from the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after her car struck another vehicle
driven by Janet Kinney, 18, of
Memphis, Tenn., police said.
Police said both vehicles were
northbound on N. 16th Street when
Clark's vehicle struck the side of
Kinney's car as Kinney was
attempting to turn around in the
roadway between Calloway Ave.
and Ryan Street.
Clark and a passenger in the
Kinney vehicle, Anglec Ammerman, 18, of Murray, as well as a
passenger in the Clark vehicle, Joanie Gentry, 28, of Mayfield, were
not reported injured.

page 1)

ion's biggest drug dealers. Drug
arrests in the Jackson Purchase rose
70 percent in WANT's first year —
from 336 in 1987 to 572 in 1988.
Federal drug-war money distributed by the state Justice Cabinet
helped start WANT and several
similar organizations.
The money buys equipment and
pays officers for drug investigations — resources local agencies
lack and state police must spread
statewide.
Seven such organizations are
scattered from Ashland to Paducah,
most of them operating within
broad "area development district"
boundaries.
Three include big cities —
Louisville, Lexington and Covington; three a. in the rural southwest, at Paducah, Hopkinsville and
Bowling Green; and the last

Pixy's Double Bonus
Save $5.00 and get a Bonus 10x13.

North...

Bonus 10x13

Bonus 10x13 with any purchase, beginning
with our $9.95 (Reg. 14.95) Special.

By the Sanctuary Choir
Sunday, April 15, 4:00 p.m.
203 South 4th St.

involves the Ashland area. All
its strong points and problems,
operate differently, and more are
state and local officials said, and
planned.
other communities are trying to
Spearheading WANT are four
learn from them.
investigators and their boss, Bill
The northern Kentucky organizaGordon. The team plots drug stings
tion is among the most seasoned,
in eight counties — McCracken, having operated for years before
Graves, Marshall, Ballard, Hick- federal money became available.
man, Carlisle, Fulton and
The much newer Pennyrile RegCalloway.
ional Narcotics Task Force, which
The unit helps other agencies
the state considers a model, has the
complete drug investigations by
broadest base of local financial
providing people, equipment and
support, spread over 26 agencies
money for undercover drug buys. throughout the western Kentucky
In Paducah, an investigation pen- coalfield. Its team is independent
etrated the upper-class drug culture
and regionwidc.
and netted the arrests of more than
However, Pennyrile executive
60 people. Among those arrested
director Jimmy Boyd said he somewere a stock analyst, a computer times worries that his task force is
salesman and even a member of the spread too thin and needs more
Crime Stoppers board.
officers to concentrate time and
"Maybe that needed to happen," effort on bigger dealers.
Commonwealth's Attorney Tom
Justice Secretary Michael Troop
Osborne said, although several of said "communication and coordithe people arrested are his friends. nation" with the Kentucky State
"This is going to be devastating Police "seems to be a problem"
to my friends' lives. There's no for some task forces.
doubt that some of them won't stay
The state police have special
in Paducah," he said.
expertise and spent tens of thouWANT struck again last month sands of dollars on drug buys in
with a drug sweep that spanned western Kentucky alone last year.
five counties and two other states,
In any case, in the area of drug
Illinois and Tennessee.
work, "There's enough to go
Each of the drug task forces has around," Troop said.

(Cont'd from page 1)
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Our $9 95 Special includes one
8x10. two 5x7 s and 8 matching
wallet-sized portraits from one pose
of your choice in the finished portrait
envelope, PLUS 12 Mini-Prints

Pixy's in town for a
few days only:
Tues. & Wed.
April 10 & 11
Hours: 11-7
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in Mayfield are Graves, Calloway,
Fulton and Hickman.
Open to eligible unemployed workers in the 17 counties of the Jackson
Purchase and Pennyrile Area Development Districts, the IATP is a joint
venture of Murray State and the DES
in the, Kentucky Cabinet for Human
Resources.
Federal funding for the program is
provided through Title III of the Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA) of
1982.
Anyone who would like more information may call the Institute for
Workforce Development at Murray
State University at 762-6918.
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Arranged by Torn Fettke

eral farm policy as much as they
had hoped, nor has the problem
they sing about gone away.
''Farm Aid has not accomplished
its task because we have not
affected the government to its fullest extent," Mellencamp said in
an interview before going on stage
Saturday night. Asked if the organization would attain more influence, he replied, "I don't know."
He suggested federal farm policy
during the Reagan years sacrificed
the welfare of the independent farmer to promote corporate agriculture concerns, and that the media
were at fault for accepting government policy statements and statistics without challenge.
"I'm not giving up. The face of
this nation changes by the men that
we admire, right, and I think that
we haven't felt the backlash of the
last eight years yet. I think the '90s
will reflect that," Mellencamp
said.
Many of the musicians at Saturday's concert have appeared at earlier Farm Aid shows, including
Arlo Guthrie, who closed the show
by leading an all-star chorus rendition of "This Land is Your Land,"
the folk song composed by his
father, Woody Guthrie.
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appearance could include questions
about former President Reagan's
role in the affair.
North's and Poindexter's testimony, which could be compelled
under a grant of immunity from
prosecution, probably would not
produce additional indictments, the
sources said.
But it could fill in missing information about the affair and help
prosecutors compile a final report
on the scandal.
That is the consensus drawn
from a series of interviews with
sources in and out of government

cent a
Burgla
percent
Less
saw sn
numbei
Subu

who have watched the Iran-Contra
investigation closely over the past
three years. All the comments were
made on condition of anonymity
and the Iran-Contra prosecutor's
office declined to comment on the
matter.
Poindexter, like North, gave
immunized testimony to Congress
in 1987. Poindexter testified that he
didn't inform President Reagan
about the diversion of Iran arms
sale proceeds to the Nicaraguan
Contra rebels.
But Poindexter didn't testify at
his own trial and a grand jury
appearance would be Iran -Contra
prosecutors' first opportunity to
question him.

If you are opposed
alcoholi
to
c beverage sales
being permitted by vote
of one precinct in a dry option territory,

IT IS IMPORTANT
THAT YOU VOICE YOUR OPINION
BEFORE WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11
To: (502) 564-2611
(Ask The Governor To Veto
House Bill #115.)
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Number of murders in
1989 rose nationwide
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
number of murders nationwide
increased 4 percent last year, up
from the 3 percent rise the year
before, according to FBI statistics.
Overall, violent crimes increased
5 percent while property crimes
rose 2 percent and the overall number of serious crimes increased 3
percent, according to the figures
released Sunday by FBI Director
William S. Sessions.
The statistics are based on
reports to police of crime index
offenses: murder, forcible rape,
robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle
theft and arson. The FBI did not
release statistics on the number of
murders or other crimes, just the
percentage changes.
While many may think a smaller
city is safer, that didn't hold true
for murder.
The number of murders in cities
of 10,000 to 49,999 increased a
whopping 12 percent last year. At
the same time, cities of 50,000 to
99,999 saw a 5 percent decline.
For larger cities, the number of
murders rose 8 percent in cities of
100,000 to 249,999; 2 percent in
cities of 250,000 to 499,999; and 7
percent in cities of 500,000 and
more.
The number of murders declined
3 percent in rural areas and in
cities of fewer than 10,000 people,
and decreased 2 percent in suburban areas.
Southern states experienced the
largest increase in the number of
murders, up 7 percent. The Midwestern states saw an increase of 4
percent, while Northeastern and
Western states had 2 percent hikes.
In previous years, the number of
murders increased 3 percent in
1988 after declining 3 percent in
1987. In 1986, the number of murders zoomed up by 9 percent.
The national changes in the number of violent crimes not including
murder were: robbery up 7 percent;
aggravated assault up 5 percent,
and forcible rape up 1 percent.
Among the property crimes,
motor vehicle theft increased 9 percent and larceny-theft 2 percent.
Burglary and arson both declined 2
percent_
Less densely populated areas
saw smaller increases in the total
number of serious crimes.
Suburban and rural areas as wt11

as cities outside metropolitan areas
— places where some 132.2 million people live — recorded 2 percent increases in serious crimes.
At the same, cities with populations over 50,000 — places where
approximately 80.9 million people
live — showed a 3 percent
increase.
The Southern and Western states
reported 3 percent increases in serious crimes, while the Northeastern
and Midwestern states reported 2
percent increases.
The overall 3 percent increase in
serious crimes from 1988 to 1989
compares with a 3 percent increase
the year before; 2 percent in 1987;
6 percent in 1986; and 5 percent in
1985, the FBI reported.
The statistics for the overall
number of violent crimes, like the
figures for murders, didn't follow a
particular pattern based on the size
of cities.
Violent crime increased 5 percent — the national average — in
cities with fewer than 10,000 people and in those with 50,000 to
99,999 people.
It increased 6 percent in relatively small cities of 10,000 to 24,999
people, and in the largest cities
with 1 million or more residents.
The largest increase in violent
crimes — 7 percent — was found
in cities of 100,000 to 499,999 people. The smallest increase — 3 percent — was found in rural areas
and in cities of 500,000 to 999,999
people.
Suburban areas and cities of
25,000 to 49,999 shared increases
of 4 percent in the number of violent crimes.
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jcpenney aster Sale
FOR WOMEN

FOR MEN

sale 19.99 to 39.99

Stafford Blazers

Worthington Linen-look
Separates

Reg 11C OC

49.99

Black Leather Skirts
for Missy

Off
Selected 14 k Gold
Jewelry

0,0
. 50 Off Selected

66.00

Reg

Sale
Selected Suits for Ladies

Reg 100 00

0/0

25%-40'Off
Easter Dresses for Girls

Edgeworth Suited Separates

29.99 89.99

Sale

Now

,

sale
to
Selected Dresses
for Ladies

59.99 to 119.99

FOR CHILDREN

Fashion Colors

Reg 32.00 to 58 00

Coat

59 99

Pants

19 99

()A)

Now

Easter Dress-Ups
for Boys

Towncraft Suited Separates
Reg '

Now

Off

20%-40

35.99
11.99

25% Off
_ __ Toddler
Dress-Ups
for Boys & Girls

99.99

25% Off

25% ovi All Slacks
_ _.

All

for Men and Young Men

Swimwear
for Boys & Girls

25%-30'Off

25% Off
All Shorts
for Boys & Girls

All Stafford Dress Shirts

50% Off

25% Off

All

Stone Jewelry

Cotton Sweaters

Selected Tops
for Boys and Girls

50% Off

Long Sleeve Sportshirts

Selected Watches

25% Off

50% Off

Members Only Luggage

I tint. in 1,, tv,, pc,',I
tsirtcr,Int.

11;
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9.99 to 24.99

0,0
25

Sale
Off All lO
Selected Fabric, Viny
ff
and Leather Handbags
Stafford Dress Shoes
All Luggage
Salon Hours
Mon Fri 9-8
Sat 9-6
Sun 1.5
759-9811

Store liou,S
Mon -Sat 9-9
Sun 12 30-5 30

You're looking smarter ti „An e_-.,,:r (_-1.

Office Phone 759 1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161
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RingMasterR service,
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relaxation
Call Forwarding lets \ou transfer and phone ndrr'ni
your calls loan\ other nurnber you phone line 'Ring%laster L
choose So you don't have to stay by nigher
'2'1% L's
s d numbers Per!eJ::1
the phone waiting tor imporiant- calls ringan
And when you're not at home. you I'leS
:
business calls at home.roorrr-31es
don't have to wort-% about an unas a "hotline .or spec:a.,-aLers
answered phone telitng strangers
Plus these .serv:ces
you're away
Prices range from 52 75 to sT 05
There are other services that
month each Discounts may app' 1:
make your life easier. too
Call Waiting lets you call home. vou order more than one ser,!cs:
even when your talkative teenager is And if you order before Matcan save the 515 50 connection
on the telephone Because Call \,kiting'
will sound a tone to let your teenager charge Just call 1557-6400.
know there's another call And it you're tolln-ree.
using your phone. you won't have to Save the S15.50 connection
worry about missing emergency or
charge if you order before
important calls
i.I

•

-;

You

May31.

Rates and savings differ from state to state The regular new phone service connection charge applies ii ordenng these services with no.4. service
Businms rates and savings are higher AU services air not available in some areas C I No south cenfaleI
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PERSPECTIVE
Veto session promises
to be an interesting one
Obviously, it was too good to be
true. All those joint press conferences
featuring Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
surrounded by the House and Senate
Democratic leaders. The words o!
praise back-and-forth. The governor
sitting near Speaker Don Blandford as
the House of Representatives passed
the school reform and tax increase
legislation. Pictures of Wilkinson
walking arm-in-arm with Rep. Joe
Clarke and Sen. Mike Moloney,
chairmen of the two legislative budget
committees, like old school chums.
All of this buddy-buddy stuff came
after the March 9 agreement between
Democratic leaders and the governor
over taxes. In exchange for agreeing
to a one-cent increase in the sales tax
favored by legislators. Wilkinson
would get his budget essentially as he
proposed it, including a bill authorizing S600 million in bonds to build
roads. House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo says Wilkinson was aware
that construction projects would be
added to the budget to secure the votes
necessary to pass education reform
and the overall S1.3 billion tax increase.
The General Assembly members
hardly had vacated their hotel rooms
here before the governor announced
he may use his power to veto individual items M the budget to remove
some of those construction projects
added by the House and Senate. He
says he may. even veto the S600
million road bond bill because it
contains a provision giving the legislature conrol over road-building decisions after 1992. Wilkinson says he
doesn't even need the road bond bill.
he can sell the bonds without legislative approval. He also says if the
legislature overrides his vetoes of
construction projects when it returns
for two days April 12 and 13, he'll
simply not spend the money.
Clearly, the buddies are buddies no
more. If the governor follows through
on his threatened vetoes -- and Wilkinson usually follows through -- real
blood may not flow down the marble
steps from the House and Senate
chambers this week. but it's a sure bet
a lot of furious Democrats will be after
Wilkinson's hide.

AGREE
OR NOT
By S.C. Van Curan
and Todd Duvall
They can get it, too. All it requires
is passage of a motion to suspend the
House and Senate rules and for 48
hours the General Assembly is back in
session. ripping and tearing through
the Wilkinson budget and just about
anything eke it cares to do in retaliation for what the Democratic leadership sees as Wilkinson's break with
their original agreement.
Wilkinson,of course, can later veto
anything the General Assembly does
Thursday and Friday and there would
be no chance to override the veto.
However, there is every likelihood of
a mess of lawsuits against the governor for selling bonds without legislative authorization or impounding
funds appropriated in the orginal
budget.
And, if the voters approve a constitutional amendment in November
permitting the General Assembly to
call itself into special session and to
set that session's agenda, Wallace
Wilkinson's last year in office very
well could make all the fighting and
feuding that went on before March 9
seem like a Sunday afternoon picnic
on the grounds.
Why would the governor want to
stir up a hornet's nest at the last
minute? The horse-trading of construction projects for votes was not
the Kentucky General Assembly's
finest hour, but the amount of those
projects is a lot less than the S600
million for roads that could be held up
by lawsuits until long after Wilkinson
leaves office.
The answer may be as simple as
Wilkinson reverting to his old combative form. Maybe political consultant
James Carville came back to town.
Whatever, the result is going to be a
veto session of the legislature no one
will want to miss.

Today In History
Today is Monday, April 9, the 99th day of 1990. There are
266 days

left in the year. The Jewish holiday Passover begins
at sunset.

Today's highlight in history:
On April 9, 1865, with the Civil War at a virtual end, Confederate
Gen.
Robert E. Lee surrendered his army to Union Gen. Ulysses
S. Grant at
Appomattox Court House in Virginia.
On this date:
In 1682, the French explorer Robert La Salle reached the Mississ
ippi
River.
In 1833, the first tax-supported public library was founded, in Peterbo
rough, N.H.
In 1939, black singer Marian Anderson performed a concert at
the Lincoln Memorial in Washington after she was denied use of
Constitution
Hall by the Daughters of the American Revolution.
In 1940, 50 years ago, Germany invaded Denmark and Norway
.
In 1942, during World War II. American and Philippine forces
on
Bataan were overwhelmed by the Japanese.
In 1959, NASA announced the selection of America's first seven
astronauts: Scott Carpenter, Gordon Cooper, John Glenn, Gus Grissom,
Wally
Schirra. Alan Shepard and Donald Slayton.
In 1963. British statesman Winston Churchill was made an honorary
U.S. citizen.
Ten years ago: Iranian militants holding the Americ
an hostages
repeated their threat to kill their captives should the U.S. take
any military
action against Iran.
Today's birthdays: Former Sen. J. William Fulbright, D-Ark., is 85.
Former Sen. Abraham A. Ribicoff, D-Conn., is 80. Playboy magazine
founder Hugh Hefner is 64. Satirist-songwriter-mathematician Tom Lehrer is 62. Singer-songwriter Carl Perkins is 58. Actor Jean-Paul Belmondo
is 57. Comedian Avery Schreiber is 55. Actress Michael Learned is 51.
Actor Dennis Quaid is 36. Golfer Severiano Ballesteros is 33. Actressmodel Paulina Porizkova is 25. Actress Keshia Knight Pulliam is 11.
Thought for today: "Only where there is language is there world." -Adrienne Rich. American poet (1929- ).
— By The Associated Press
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of Israel if Israel messes with him."
"Just talk, George. 1 told you
he's a loony loon.'
"I agree that at the moment it is
just talk. But what about the
future?"
"We have an old saying in Russia, George. If the future is anything like the past, why don't we
just park the cart by the side of the
road and eat borscht."
"I don't understand what that
means, Mikhail."
"Of course not. Even Russians
don't understand old Russian sayings. So what about the future?"
"Well, a few danged years down
the line Hussein could have himself
a few darned nuclear bombs. You
know, he was working at it until
Israel zapped his plant. And he's
not the only one. There's that
danged Iran, and darned Syria,
Libya and all those others, and they
all would like to see Israel wiped
out."
"George, I'll be frank. Israel's
your pal, not mine. It isn't that I'm
anti-Semitic. Some of my best
friends..."
"Yes, mine, too. But the point is,
if the all-heck thing breaks loose

ri

Address

We are at the defining moment
of the Bush presidency.
As the awesome might of Moscow slowly crushed Lithuania last
week, Mr. Bush abruptly withdrew
his moral support. All we ask now
is that Mr. Gorbachev, in carrying
By Patrick J.
out his death sentence on the tiny
Bucha
nan
Baltic republic, do it by lethal
injection, not public firing squad.
So long as Moscow does not do a fidence." Lovely. America does no
wish to say anything that migh
budapest, it has a free hand.
hearten the heroic leader of a tiny
We do not want "another Hunnation whose only wish is to be
gary," is how White House aides
born again.
defend their conduct. But, unlike
What do they want me to do?
Hungary in '56, we did not hint at
Mr. Bush scornfully asked last
military aid. Lithuania decided the
year. Dance on the Berlin Wall?
time was right to risk all; she stood
His acolytes mock his critics, in the
up, lonely and brave; all she asked
of the Great Republic was that we same vein. What do you want us to
do? Send tanks? Their rage is a
recognize her.
mark of their moral discomfort. We
Our response was to turn our
back, and, with fine impartiality, all know where America should be
call upon both victim and rapist to standing.
By his MIG overflights and midshow "restraint."
Militarily impotent, Lithuania
night maneuvers, his beating of
cannot resist intimidation and presconscripts and oster of reporters,
sure without Western moral supMr. Gorbachev issued a direct
port. Hence, the U.S. declaration of
challenge to the United States: We
neutrality is the death warrant of
are willing to risk arms control and
Lithuanian independence.
summits to hold Lithuania. Are
One official informed the
you?
Washington Post that Mr. Bush
The answer came quickly: No.
ceased speaking out so as not to
Siding with Mr. Gorbachev, the
"embolden" its President: "We
President and Mr. Baker have lost
don't want to say anything that
sight of America's tnie national
would give Landsbergis more coninterests.

FROM PAT'S
VIEWPOINT

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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play with the buttons, and 1 won't,
and we have no problem. Nice talking to you, George."
"Wait. You haven't hear my
proposal."
"So talk. What's your pitch?"
"My idea is this. We each take
about a third of our missiles as we
point them at Iraq, Iran, Libya and
Syria and the rest of the hotheads
over there. We make it clear that if
any of them today, tomorrow or
five years from now, launces a poison gas attack or a nuclear attack,
we hit the buttons. Then it's poof."
"Pool'? You mean boom."
"Boom. Poof. Whatever. The
wipeout thing."
"That's very heavy stuff you're
talking, George."
"Yes, but that's very heavy stuff
Hussein is talking. And his friends
and neighbors are talking the same
stuff. I'm talking about the threat
thing."
"Do you think it would work?
Can you scare a toony loon?"
"Look, we'v?. both had the threat
thing going for 45 years and we
scared each other."
"It's something to think about."
"Good, Mikhail, just give it
some thought and get back to me."
"I will, George. Oh, one other
thing. Can I tell you a secret?"
"Trust me."
"My mother always made me eat
cabbage. Now I don't eat it any
more."
"Good man."

Mikhail Gorbachev is a means,
not an end. When he held back the
tanks in Europe, he advanced U.S.
interests. Once, he determined to
use force to hold the Soviet Union
together, our interests diverged.
"We want perestroika to succeed," is how Mr. Baker defines
U.S. policy. But, if perestroika is
now interpreted in Moscow as getting Western aid, while using Spesnatz, KGB and the Red Army to
repress the Baltic republics, why
do we want perestroika to succeed?
To stand with Lithuania is not to
demand a new Cold War. It is to
declare ourselves unwilling to
settle for another fake "detente."
True peace can come only when
a regime rises in Moscow that
looks to Russian national interests,
when the constituent republics of
the Soviet Union, especially those
with ties to the West, are permitted
self-determination. With such a
regime, we would not need the
false smiles of phony summits or
the synthetic security of arms control. At such a Russia there would
be no need to point missiles. Mr.
Gorbachev's conduct of the last
two weeks has demonstrated we do
not now have that regime.
Mr. Bush is making a mistake
common to U.S. Presidents. He is
assuming that warm personal relations between leaders of hostile
ideologies mean more than they
can conceivably mean; and he is

now taking risks with
presidency.

his

Americans are a moral people.
They will not sustain a foreign policy rooted in a cold pragmatism
that averts its gaze from the
tragedy of a little country, to maintain cordial relations with its
oppressor. Churchill said long ago:
The belief that security can be
obtained by throwing a small state
to the wolves is a fatal delusion.
Mr. Bush has a large account of
trust with the American people.
Last week again, he drew it down.
Through the World Bank, he is
sending foreign aid to the regime
responsible for Tienanmen Square;
now, he sides with Gorbachev, as
he smothers Lithuania. This is cold
pragmatism at work, the specialty
of James A. Baker III. But there is
a problem with pragmatism if it
fails, one has no defense.
What America needs in dealing
with its cold war adversary is a
little of the toughness exhibited by
Frederick the Great. Watching his
famed house guest and adulator,
Voltaire, involve himself in one
squalid scandal after another, Frederick observed, "I shall need him
at most another year. One squeezes
the orange and throws away the
rind." Which is how we should
look upon Mr. Gorbachev.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO 131.1RKEEN

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
9-8-9. Lotto: 32-2-34-8-6-31.
Estimated jackpot: $1.15
million
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over there, as it could some day, it
is going to impact on all of us.
There's the oil thing, and the fallout thing, and the taking sides
thing, and we could all be in deep
doo-doo."
"We have an old Russian saying:
When the doo-doo gets too deep,
only a fool wears his best shoes."
"What does that mean?"
"I don't know. So what do you
have in mind?"
"Mikhail, you have enough missiles to blow us up 15 times,
right?"
"Not to brag, but you wouldn't
have to worry about broccoli
anymore."
"And we have enough missiles
to blow you up 15 times."
"Don't threaten me George. We
have an old saying: Don't bite the
bear unless you have a lot of dental
floss."
"I don't..."
"Never mind. OK, you can blow
us up 15 times. So, we can blow
each other up and we both know
it.,,
"But we're not going to do that,
right?"
"Not if you're smart. Remember,
you have a McDonald's now. What
would your people say if you nuke
a Big Mac."
"Exactly, we still have all those
darned missiles pointing at each
other, but we're not going to press
the buttons because we both have
too much to lose and nothing to
gain with that nuclear war thing."
"OK. So you don't let the kids

The defining moment of the Bush era
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"Mikhail, this is George calling
on the hot line."
"Hello, George, how are things
going?"
"Good, ever since I got that
broccoli thing off my chest."
"Broccoli? I'm sitting here trying to figure out what to do about
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia. And
even Mongolia. You know they
want to bring back the days of
Ghengis Khan and ride around on
shaggy ponies again? And you
want to talk about broccoli?"
"No, I was just making a jest."
"I have no time for jests, what
with my evil empire shrinking by
the minute. So what's up?"
"It's about President Hussein of
Iraq."
"Oh, George, there is a real, how
do you say it in English, a real
toony loon."
"You mean loony tune?"
"That's it, George. He's as nutsy
as Stalin was, but don't quote me
on that. Some of the old-timers are
sensitive. So what's with
Hussein?"
"As you know, Mikhail, we
recently broke up a plot he had
going to buy some nuclear triggering devices."
"Yes, nice work, although our
KGB would have done it better and
got confessions by pulling out their
nose hairs one by one, which your
ACLU opposes."
"I'm sure. But as you know,
Hussein is upset, so now he's ranting that he can send missiles with
poison gas that will wipe out half
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Ten years ago
A tree in front of Oakhurst fell
around 10:30 a.m. on April 7
blocking Main street traffic and
tearing down several power lines
and street lights.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Wilson, March
24, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy A. Murphy, March 25.
Murray State University Head
Basketball Coach Ron Greene presented awards to each member of
the 1979-80 basketball team at the
first MSU Basketball Banquet.
Twenty years ago
Lance Cpl. James M. Wilkerson,
son of Mrs. LaRue Wilkerson, has
been assigned to Quantico Marine
Base just outside of Washington,
D.C.
Murray Boy Scout Troop 77
camped in vicinity of Shiloh
National Military Park near Savannah, Tenn., over the past weekend.
Elected as officers of Faxon
Mothers Club were Mary Barrow,
Eva Bynum, BVetty Dowdy, Joyce
Underhill and Ruth Strode.
Thirty years ago
One hundred and nineteen students at Murray College High
School participated in 26 events of
Regional Music Festival held at
Murray State College, April 7 to 9.
Mrs. Claude Anderson presented

a program on "Meeting the Challenge of Community Service" at a
meeting of American Legion
Auxiliary. Mrs. Ethel Key is auxiliary president.
Debbie Landoll was honored at a
partgy on her fourth birthday on
April 2 by her mother, Lochie
Landolt at their home on Payne
Street.
Sadie Nell Farris owner and
operator of Poplar Street Beauty
Shop which opened April 6.
Forty years ago
Members of cast of play, "The
Imaginary Invalid," to be presented
by seniors at Murray Training
School are Max Bailey, Barbara
Wrye, Sue Cohoon, Euva Nell
Boggess, Mary Williams, Harold
Dunn, Roszella Elkins, Jack
Cohoon, Verona Smith, Pat Shackelford and Dan Shipley. Mrs. Lillian Lowry is director.
Mrs. Cora Cleaver was honored
with a birthday dinner at her home
on April 1.
Mrs. Charles Mercer has
returned from a month's visit with
her daughter, Mrs. Shelby Regan
and family of Columbus, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bailey of
Bristol, Va., are the guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.C. Bailey
and Mr. and Mrs. E.W. Riley.
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National Medical Lab Week
5
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry signs
a proclamation declaring April
8-14 as National Medical Lab
Week in Murray. Witnessing the
signing of the proclamation are
David Barrett, M.D., medical
director of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital laboratory; Al
Sullivan, chief medical technologist at MCCH; and Kathy Morris, medical technologist (ASCP)
and program director for the
medical laboratory technicians
associate degree program at
Murray State University. The
theme for the week is 'Discover
the Laboratory Professional —
Advancing Health Care in the
'90s:

sp,LE 49 BB
Perri

Proffitt PDK guest at MSU
Eve Proffitt, the area director of Phi
Delta Kappa professional education
organization, will be the guest of the
Murray State University chapter of
PDK on April 17 and 18.
Ms. Proffitt is scheduled to speak to
local honor students and their parents
at a dinner meeting Tuesday, April 17,
at Murray High School.
All Phi Delta Kappa members are
invited to attend the dinner, which
will begin at 6:30 p.m. in the tviHS

Your Individual
Horoscope
8
.4s, v77

cafeteria. Following the dinner and
7:30 p.m. program, Ms. Proffitt will
meet with PDK members in the
Murray High library.
The cost of the dinner is $5 and
reservations may be secured by contacting Dr. Willis Johnson before
April 16 at (502) 762-2539.
Ms. Proffitt will alsq,represent Phi
Delta Kappa at a Leacrerthip Murray
meeting which will focus on education on April 18,
Phi Delta Kappa, established at
Murray State in 1968, is a national
professional education organization
dedicated to promoting quality lifelong education in public educauon.
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Large Hamburger,
French Fries & Med. Drink
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No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8;
Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5

Special Good Thru April 14
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
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FOR Ti TSDAY, APRIL 10, 1990
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Your originality is to the fore today.
Innovative business plans work out
to your advantage New chances to
make money come now. Be attentive
to a loved one.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Morning hours are your best time
for career progress. After an initial
success, later hours could be
anticlimactic. Tact is needed with
someone in a high position.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Plans fall intq. place regarding a
pleasure trip. More joy comes
through private interests than
socializing at present. An unexpected
financial tip comes now.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
)
41€
A close tie will be introducing you
to new friends. Meet with bankers
and real estate agents about property
concerns. A partner may not give you
as muchettention as you'd like.
LEO
(July 2:3 to Aug. 22)
You may be temporarily stymied by
a job concern, but a dynamic solution
comes by day's end. Partners work
well together and make innovative
new plans.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You may be bored with routine
entertainments and will welcome the
chance to go somewhere different
today. Extra drive brings you career
gains early in the day.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You'll be asking yourself why didn't
I think of that before, when you come
up with a solution to a long standing
problem now. Take the initiative in
planning good times.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You'll be getting some important
chores out of the way now. A close tie
stimulates
you
to
new
accomplishments. You'll find out
today that a worry was needless.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
A business offering comes from an
unexpected quarter today. Rise above
self-consciousness, pick up the
phone, and make that call. Friends
are supportive.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Have more self-confidence. Go
after what you want in business
matters. Financial gains are possible
now. A burst of creative thinking
leads to artistic accomplishments.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
It's best to follow your own
instincts now rather than be
dependent on the advice of others.
Act on your convictions. You could
be making some dramatic changes at
home.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
mow
Though today could bring you
some interesting new acquaintances,
it's a poor time to ask for financial
requests. You'll be receiving an
unexpected invitation.
YOU BORN TODAY are both
independent and restless. You're a
person meant to do his or her own
thing, but there may be some
experimenting before you find your
proper niche in life.

Outer LtrnIts

This
Weeks
Special

CREATING NEW
STANDARDS
GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
Over 35.000.000 customers benefit from our
Satisfaction Guarantee Putting you first has
made us 01 in electronics

ME
O
'TECHN
stone

Nobody Compares
ELECTRONICS SPECIALIZATION
From our latest. highest technology computer
to Our newest long-life battery, we are and
have been Amenca'S electronics Specialst
since 1921

Nobody Compares

SENSATIONAL SPRINGTIME SALE!
PC-Compatible System
for Home or Business
Cut
$81975
Low As $49 Per Month •

Our Lowest Price Ever
On a PC Compatible!

TANDY 1000 HX

1599

Save
$400

••••

$299

Reg. Separate Items 2418.75
Low As $15 Per Month.

Powerful 286-based PC includes 640K
RAM CM-5 color monitor, mouse and
20MB SmartDrive. #25-1602/1043/1045/1333

PC Software Compatible

Software Included!

Easy to use because MS-DOS' Is built in
Features Personal DeskMate 2" and 720K
3`/2" disk drive Powe-fii'

Lotus Spreadsheet for
DeskMate
DeskMate
O&A Write and
DeskMate' 10in -1 software

MS DOS ce^sec,'

Handheld Cellular Telephone
HALF PRICE!

Letter-Quality Daisy Wheel

s499*

Low As $20 Per Month •

Save '260

'Spec a 2' Ce 'eClu 'es lea ac,
4 n',-• 7P.g m „- Char - ,
1
'çQY

Delivers professional-quality results at 200
words per minute #26-2812

Cut 20% 7995

Reg.
99.95

1

"

Cut $120

27995

Reg 399 95
HQ VHS with remote #16-516 Rem
Remote ha tt

Seek and scan tuning. LED display #12-1924

Low As $15 Per Month •

Stereo Rack System

Full-Feature Fax

Save $200

Cut $300

4:995

s799

Low As $20 Per Month.

Hi-speed dubbing, 5-band
EQ. remote, 12" woofers
$13-1234 Remote batteites extra

Your Choice!
Tough 4 x 4 Off-Road
Muscle Trucks
Rag.

47'95
Cut 17% 3995
Each Banevws extra
27

MHz. 60-4057/49 MHz, 60-4067

-- • • •-• •

On-Screen-Programming VCR

12 Memory
Presets

44995

Reg
999 00

Just 1'/2" Wide—Fits in Your Briefcase
Use anywhere there's cellular service' #17-105C

19995 459.95
Reg.
Low As SIS Per Month.

AM/FM Stereo Car Cassette

Reg
699 00

Save time and money' *43-1200

40-Channel CB
Walkie-Talkie

Save $50

400/0 Off
5995

Rog. 199 95

Reg. 99.95

Programmable,
#20-134 Elanywec e.,ra

'799

Enjoy sensational video superior hi-f; AFM audio
advanced editing features and 8-1 power zoom
016-852

Wireless Intercom
Cut 46%

tianerwse.trs

3788
Pair

Full five watts power
Buy now' *21-1644

Reg 999.00

Low As $25 Per Month •

Your Choice,

14995
Low As $tS Per Month.

Save $200
Peg
1099 00

Low As $25 Per Month •

20-Channel
Scanner

Ultracompact. Ultralight
8mm Video Camcorder

Answering Machine or
Cordless Phone
Cut $ac)

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dealer Nearest You
t SWITCHABLE TOUCH TONE PULSE ohoesS +WSW 000 lent anti owe knes Theretore in areas haws onty pule rotary Chan lines you can sail use services taco,tg tones titta atternanw
tong dittance and Cornputentycl sancta FCC registered Not tor pony lines We linnet what we sell •Rao() SO,11Cavaluemus• revolving mart PaynaPol 'nay wry depen0,ng on your ourcnaies
PRICES AMY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DENA RS

7995
Each

Rog. 69.95
Two-station FM #43-212

•'

Reg
119.95

#43.396 Phone, 943 558
romitpuiset 041.ng

Answerer,

Most Major Credit
Cards Welcome

•
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Harla Fritsch is hostess for New Concord Club Ha
red-Mitchell wedding to be April 21
Harla Fritsch was hostess for the Prince and Hazel Mauhai. The heon by the County Homemakers
March 14th meeting of the New
Concord Homemakers Club.
Reports were given by Opal

Club Collect was read.
Peggy Mitchell, foods chairman,
discussed the annual tasting lunc-

WEEKDAY SPECIALS
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday Nights 4-9 p.m.

SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
W'Homemade Biscuits & Country Gravy • Fried Potatoes •
White Beans • Cole Slaw

$3
$599

99
- 2 pc. Dinner

on Thursday, Aprii 26, at First
United Methodist Church. She solicited helpers and food donations.
A note from Need Line was read
thanking the club for its donation
of canned goods.
Because of illness, the lesson on
"Flower Arranging" was postponed
until May.
Others present were Lucy Finney, Simone Taylor, Maurine Morgan, Olene Poor, Hilda Kramer,
N1ary Pullin, members, and Almyria Parker, guest.
The club %kill meet Wednesday,
April 11. at 11:30 a.m. at Cypress
Springs Restaurani

- All You Can Eat

- OR -

OCEAN BONELESS FILLETS

South Pleasant
Grove Club has
all-day meeting

W Cole Slaw • Hushpuppies • White Beans • Choice of
Fries, Cajun Fries or Baked Potato
$399
Order Dinner
$599
- All You Can Eat

Seven Seas Restaurant
Open 4 P.M.

Orders to Go

753-4141

SALE

Hwy. 641 N.

SALE

SALE

SALE

EASTER SALE

20 c

OFF

All Uniforms and Shoes
-- Now Thru

50%

April 14

OFF

VGLAtet.7b

Selected Uniforms
UniformS
and Shoes
of
SALE

-Jr
Nzt,
Dixieland Center-Murray

murra

Dixieland Center

South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club held an all day meeting on
Wednesday, March 14, at the home
of Sandra Gallimore.
luta Hutson presented a lesson
on "Decorating With Paint." She
used the materials recommended to
demonstrate the techniques.
Craft items worked on and shared with other members were sweat
shirt jackets, covered boxes,
macrame plant hangers, embroidery, tating, pillow case doll, quilt
piecing and pattern or book files
from boxes.
Clovis Brown gave the devotion
with her scripture from Song of
Solomon 2:11-13.
Clarkie Butterworth and Inez
Butterworth were co-hostesses with
Mrs. Gallimore.
Other members present were
Twila Coleman, Opal Emerine,
Brenda Erwin, Beauton Hart,
Delyghte Humphreys, Donna Jackson, Clovis Jones and Linda
Workman.
The club will meet Wednesday,
April 11. at the home of Delyghte
Humphreys.

Wishing You A

HAPPY EASTER!
SALE

SALE

SALE

For Last Minute Shopping
Come See Us At Diana's.

Thank God
for April 15th.

Paris I
a.m. at
March rn
and Alec
tasting Ii
United

Ms. Patricia C. Harned and Neil
H. flamed, both of Paducah,
announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Tracy Lynn, to Richland
Todd Mitchell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice E. Mitchell.
Miss flamed is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs Vernon Flamed
and Edward L. Schoborg and the
late Mrs. Louella Schoborg.
Mr. Mitchell is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Markie Mitchell and
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Martin.
The bride-elect, a graduate of
Reidland High School, is a graduate of Murray State University with
a bachelor's degree in marketing.
She is employed as manager of
Michelson Jewelers in Murray.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Livingston Central High School
and of Rend Lake College. He is
employed at Williams Business
Products, Paducah.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday, April 21,
at 7:30 p.m. at Reidland United
Methodist Church.
A reception will follow at the
Knights of Columbus Hall on Jefferson Street in Paducah.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
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Tracy Lynn Harned,fiancee
of Richland Todd Mitchell

Sommer blood draw Wednesday
A second blood draw to try to
find a bone marrow match for
leukemia victim, Stacy Sommer,
will be Wednesday, April 11, from
1 to 4 p.m. at Student Health Services offices, first floor, Wells
Hall, off the quadrangle on the
Murray State University campus.
Dr. Edward Scott, executive
director of Lifeblood Mid-South
Regional Blood Center, Memphis,
Tenn., will be at the Curris Center,
Murray State University, on Tuesday. April 10, to help with the prescreening process.
Anyone willing to be listed in
the National Bone Marrow Registry
to help save the lives of young
people such as former MSU Student Stacy Sommer is encouraged
to stop by the Curris Center
between 8:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, April 10, or to call the
MSU Office of Alumni Affairs at
762-3737.
Stacy will be 20 on April 15.

Everyone is urged to stop by the
MSU Curris Center on Tuesday to
sign a large birthday banner that
will be sent to her or to send her a
card to Stacy Sommer, 6662 Heather Lane, Rockford, Ill. 61111.
Stacy's mother, Mrs. Nancy

Sommer, will be on campus April
10 at the Curris Center to express
personal thanks to the community
and the campus for the bone marrow drive efforts. She may also be
able to stay for the actual blood
draw on Wednesday.
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Pretty Woman

(R)
Ernest Goes To
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to attend

Jail (PG)

Hunt For Red
October (PG)

1110

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
• Rent sour mmies•at the movies!
•
• 1008 Chestnut • 753-3311
•

Open 11:am to 10:pm

"Saving the Environment" will be the theme of the
poster contest,
sponsored by Calloway County Public Library's Spring
Pot Pourri of
Art Committee. The contest is open to all third
and fourth graders of
city and county schools with Ann Perrin and Kay Greer
coordinating
the contest. Entries will be exhibited in the library,
April 23 through
May 7. The winner will be announced at 3:30 p.m. on
Saturday, May
5, along with the winning artists and craftsmen of
other contests. The
Spring Pot Pourri is scheduled for Saturday, May 5, from
9 a.m. to 4
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Ann Perrin,
art teacher in
the Murray City Schools, is pictured here holding a kit
poster with an
environmental protection message. Hanging behind
Perrin is an
inflated earth balloon which will be awarded the student
with the
winning poster entry.

JUST IN TIME FOR EASTER...

For Your Real Estate Needs

ALL EASTER ITEMS

JANET HOUSDEN
SALES ASSOCIATE
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Poster Contest planned
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Yes,that's the day you have to give to your Uncle Sam.But
that's also
the day- that your Father gives you life. It's Easter
Sunday.
If there was ever a day that you should be close to your
God and
fellowman, it is on this day -- the day that God showed us his
love and
his power.
Go to church and worship Him.
We at the Christian Chruch (Disciples of Christ) welcome you
to join
us this Easter Sunday morning, but,even more important,
we hope you
will be in some church somewhere.
If you do come to worship Vk it h us, we in% ite you to share communi
on.
It's your personal beliefs that matter, not your church
affiliation.
We are going to be joy ous on April 15th regardles
s of '.shat Uncle
Sam Says.

BASKETS 20 T° 50%

Local

lowing:
of Mum
Mildred
Tenn.

OFF'
ItE(;.
l'It1( I.:ti

•--.! \ DAY. AVM!, 17,111

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502) 753-1222 or
.14 Toll Free 1-800-251-HOME, Ext. 711-JH
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DATEBOOK
Patients are dismissed

Easter Egg Hunt at Oaks Club

Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the following: Verl Trimble of Murray from Lourdes, Paducah; Mildred Myers
of Murray and Cynthia Stokes of Almo from Western Baptist, Paducah;
Mildred H. Jones of Hazel from Henry County Medical Center, Paris,
Tenn.

1

Paris Road Club will meet
Paris Road Homemakers Club will meet Tuesday. April 10, at 11:30
a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Faustine Walker, president, presided at the
March meeting held at Sirloin Stockade. She also gave a lesson on "Drug
and Alcohol Abuse Awareness." Plans were made for the annual spring
tasting luncheon by Calloway County Homemakers on April 26 at First
United Methodist Church.

An Easter Egg Hunt for the children, ages 1 to 8, of Oaks Country
Club
will be Saturday, April 14, from 1 to 2 p.m. at the club. In charge of
arrangements will be Peggy Allgood, Shelia Lencki and Melissa Starks.

Christopher Lynn Conner born
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Conner of Rt. 2, Box 145B, Murray,
are the
parents of a son, Christopher Lynn, weighing seven pounds four ounces,
measuring 201/2 inches, born on Wednesday, March 14, at 4:26
p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have another son, Sean
Thomas,
21/2. The mother, the former Vanessa Weatherford, is on leave
from

(Cont'd on page 8)

Prayer Coffee at Koenecke home
A Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club wil be Tuesday,
April 10, at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Alice Koenecke, 1701 Hamilton
Ave., Murray. All interested women are invited. Also reservations for the
guest night banquet on Friday, April 27, at 6:30 p.m. at Hong Kong
Restaurant should be made by Friday, April 20, by mailing a check for
$8.50 per person for the dinner with check payable to Muray Christian
Women's Club to Freda Lovett, Rt. 8, Box 350, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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PROCESS

Your Key To A Brighter Car!
Dazzling! That's
the only way to describe
your car after it receives
the Showroom Lustre Wash Process.
Chrome sparkles. Paint work gleams.
Showroom Lustre actually reconditions
your finish with a rich, radiant glow.

f.

AUTO LAUNDRY
1102 Chestnut
\\
P-N10

Stroke Support Group to meet

PAGE 7

Briggs & Stratton. The father is employed at Briggs & Stratton. Grandparents are Marvin and Jackie Weatherford of Murray, Carolyn Conner of
Paducah, and Jerry Conner of Huntsville, Ala. Great-grandparents are
Mrs. Nell Weatherford, Mrs. Frances Boyd and Lenard and Anne Wood,
all of Murray, and Mrs. Glaydis Conner of Mayfield.

Cancer Chapter plans meeting
The Murray Chapter of the American Cancer Society will meet Wednesday, April 11, at 11:45 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. The ACS is one of the
oldest and largest voluntary health agencies in the United States, comprised of 2.5 million Americans united to conquer cancer through
balanced programs of research, education, patient service and rehabilitation. Flo Buffington, Murray chapter chairman, urges all interested persons to attend the Wednesday meeting to find out more about this health
agency and what one can do as a volunteer.
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Stroke Support Group will meet Wednesday, April 11, at 3:30 p.m. in
private dining room ofMurray-Calloway County Hospital. Ruth Eversmeyer, director of volunteer services, will speak about "Lifeline." This is
open to all interested persons.

Shrine Club plans social
Murray Shrine Club will have its monthly social on Tuesday, April 10,
at Louie's Steak House on North 12th Street, Murray. A social hour will
start at 6:30 p.m. with dinner at 7 p.m.

Skating party planned Tuesday
A skating party for Robertson and Carter Elementary Centers will be
Tuesday, April 10, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray. Children
may skate for $4 with $1 going to PTA. Adults may skate for 25 cents.

Computer Group will meet
West Kentucky Computer Users Group will meet Tuesday, April 10, at
7 p.m. at Marshall County Vocational School at Draffenville. This is an
organization for those in the area owning their own personal computers,
specifically Appole/Maclntosh computers. "The success of this assembly
has been great and our group now includes people from Murray, Paducah,
Livingston County as well as Marshall County," said Terri Jolley of
Calvert City, ambassador of the group. Membership fees which are $11
for the rest of the year, entitles the member to discounts at selected computer stores, and access to the group's newly created Public Domain
Library. For more information call Jolley at 1-395-7362.
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THEOS will meet Tuesday

Large Selection
of Sportszvear
Large Selection
of Dresses
Selected 1Spring
Suit

THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet
Tuesday, April 10, from 2 to 4 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. "Stages of Grief" will be the topic for discussion. The THEOS
name, a registered trademark, stands for "They Help Each Other Spiritually." This is a mutual self-help group which has provided a supportive,
educational and non-sectarian spiritual program for the widowed in the
United States and Canada since 1962. For information call Karen Isaacs,
753-2411, Opal Howard, 753-1998, Betty Riley, 753-5659, or John Fortin, 435-4335.

Special Spring
Selections

3 OFF
1/
3 OFF

Dinner Theatre scheduled
The Youth Dinner Theatre of First Baptist Church will be Friday and
Saturday, April 13 and 14, at 6:30 p.m. Tickets at $5 per person may be
purchased through Wednesday, April 11, from any youth member or
through the church office, 753-1854.

Episcopal Church plans events
The traditional liturgies of Holy Week will be observed at St. John's
Episcopal Church, beginning with the Holy Eucharist at 5 p.m. today
(Monday) and on Tuesday and Wednesday. On Thursday and AGAPE
meal of fruits, breads, cheese and wine will be shared at 5 p.m., followed
by the Maundy Thursday liturgy commemorating the institution of The
Lord's Supper and stripping of the altar. On Good Friday the Way of the
Cross will be at 12:40 p.m. and the Liturgy of the Day at 5 p.m. The Holy
Saturday liturgy will be at 10 a.m. followed by a work day to prepare the
church for Easter. On Easter Day the liturgy will begin at 10:30 a.m. An
Easter Egg Hunt will be held on the grounds at noon. The public is
invited to attend all events, according to Fr. Andre Trevathan, vicar.

Band Boosters to meet Tuesday
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, April 10, at 5:30
p.m. in band room at Calloway County High School. This will be the last
band boosters' meeting before the Calloway County Band leaves April 26
for its trip to Orlando, Fla. All members and interested persons are urged
to attend, a band booster said.

BUNNY BUSINESS
50%
SALES Throughout the Store!
Lip To
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Coming community events announced

Advancing Age No
Handicap In Pursuit of

Dean.)

Advanced Degree
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I can top both forced to retire because of age reDanny and Patricia,the college drop- quirements I immediately went to
outs who in their middle years went work as a medical insurance clerk. I
back to college. picked up where they w ill he SO on my next birthday and
left offand fin4fly graduate-d:
I'm already Wokingfor places to work
At age 60, determined to gradu- as a volunteer when I retire
ate from college. I went to school
Last fall I took a course in sign
evenings and during the summer. language at our local university
Shortly before my 65th birthday, I .because I would very much enjoy
received my college degree arid teach- %%orking with hearing-impaired pering credentials. I had six grandchil- sons
dren at the time. Now I have nine
Abby.. please continue to encourI taught kindergarten until I
age older people to keep on learning.

Business Close-Out

50%

OFF
STOREWIDE

zusilla's
‘ .4ccessorieJ

310 N. 12th St.

Time Square

753-2165
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Now Open
Featuring:

II

Home Cooking-Plate Lunches
Hickory Smoked Bar-B-Q
Pond Raised Catfish

ROBERSON'S

II
The One The Only. .

DEAR MARGARET:With your
energy,ambition and charitable
attitude, you will never be "over
the hill."(Sorry,I couldn't resist
it.) Congratulations, Margaret.
Better to wear out than rust out.
* * *

Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club is scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at home of Beverly Gidcumb.
For information call 753-9738.

Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.

North Calloway Elementary
School will have a skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray.

Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church Women will
meet at 7:15 p.m. in home of Mrs.
Sal Matarazzo.

PAL (Purchase Aides Link) Support Group will meet at 7 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. For
more information call 1-444-2685.

Epilepsy Support Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

Kentucky League Baseball tryouts for 10-year-olds will be at 5
p.m. at Kentucky League field at
Murray-Calloway County Park.

inn

m3-1155

DEAR WONDERING: How
wise and considerate you are to
"wonder."I suggest you ask your
son how he feels about it.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who whatwhere questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative it s my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

'krconarsok
Over the years we I,
found our Bridal Regi
stry Service to be one of
the most appreciated of
1111.
all the services we offer
our customers. It makes it easy for you to select the
perfect wedding or shower gift because you know
it's exactly what the prospective bride is looking
for.
Couples Currently In Our Registry:
Tamie Blakely - Paul Fields
Denise Baker - Don Sprinkle
Traca Walker - David Martin
Lynne Loberger - Greg Powell
Jana Cain - David Bailey
Gina Simpson - Todd Wiser
Carol Scott - Jim Pinkston
Johnna Brandon - John Oleis
Mary Jo Bowden - David Snellen
Gwen Hoover - David Hinton
Gina Shipley - Donnie Winchester
Jennifer Shelton - Mark Gary
Teresa Ford - Doug Chope
Tammy Wheatley - John Jones
Amanda Edwards - Chuck Box
Amy Asbridge - Chuck Baker
Bari Lynn Simmons Charles nenton Chapman

74.SkAateade

, Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348

Exhibit of quilts is being shown
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Wrather
West Kentucky Museum, Murray
State University.

Bible class (nondenominational)
will be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.

Bobbie Cook presented a major
lesson on "Flower Arranging" at
the March 14th meeting of Pottertown Homemakers Club held at 10
a.m. at Boston Tea Party, Holiday
Inn.
Landscaping hints were given by
Louise Short who also played the
piano for group singing led by
Lurene Cooper who also gave the
devotion.
Recreation was led by Anita Purvis. Christine Collins. presided.
Reports were given by Kay Carlson
and Mary Moore.
Also present were Iva Alford,
Lavine Carter and Lottie Hurt.
The club will meet Wednesday,
April 11, at 10 a.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.

STOREWIDE SALE
Just In Time For Easter
Buy First Pair At
Regular Price And
Get Second Pair

Front Porch Swing will meet at 7
p.m. at First Christian Church.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Tuesday, April 10
THEOS, a support group for
widowed men and women, will
meet at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Calloway County Band Boosters
will meet at 5:30 p.m. in band
room of Calloway County High
School.
West Kentucky Computer Users
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at Marshall County Vocational School,
Draffenville.
Murray Shrine Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Louie's Steak House.
Skating party for Robertson and
Carter Elementary Centers will be
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray.

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce office. For information
call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.
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After school class in study skills
for Murray Middle 7th and 8th
grade students will be at 4:05 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic Temple.
Calloway County High School
Baseball Team will play Trigg
County at Cadiz at 4:30 p.m.
Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House.,,
Mayfield. For information call s
1-247-5469.
Tuesday Morning Coffee Break
will be at 9:30 a.m. at Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

TEBOOK (Cont'd from page 7)

Singles will hear Mathis
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, April 10, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce building. Betty Kay
Mathis will lead a discussion. Each one should bring a snack to share. All
interested singles are invited and encouraged to attend, and you do not
have to be a member to attend. For information call Pamela, 753-7638,
Jeanne, 753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

Ladies' golf coffee planned
Murray Country Club Ladies Golf Association will have its spring coffee on Wednesday, April 11, at 10 a.m. at the club. All lady golfers of the
club are invited to attend, according to Betty Lowry and Tonya Fike, cochairmen for the golf activities.
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Eastern Star plans meeting
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet Tuesday, April 10, at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic Temple. An initiation will be conducted. All members of the Eastern Star are urged to attend, according to
Dorothy Bazzell, worthy matron, and Hardin Alderdice, worthy patron.
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Thursday:
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(Light Lunch Will Be Served at 12:30)

Now Thru Easter

Southside Shopping Center
753-4383
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Murray Art Guild will have
informal painting and/or drawing
sessions for foreign students from 1
to 4 p.m.

(Cont'd on page 13)

April 9th - 13th

25%OFF

753-4541

4.01PINISISSINISP"

Holy Eucharist will be at 5 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church.

PurchaseArea Arts Council will
meet at 7 p.m. in Art Room,
Graves County High School,
Mayfield.

Bobbie Cook
gives lesson
at club event

* * *

Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club will be at 9:30
a.m. at home of Alice Koenecke,
1701 Hamilton Ave.

Betty Sledd Group of First Baptist Church Women will meet at 7
p.m.

Nar-Anon Family Group will be at
7:30 p.m. at University Church of
Christ.

Alzheimer's Disease Information
Educational meeting will be at 4:30
p.m. in board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Called Charge
Conference and Administrative
Board at 7 p.m.

Kentucky's Western Waterland
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Cumberland House Restaurant, Suwanee.
For information call 1-928-4411.

a crush on a 5-foot-11 co-worker,
but he was reluctant to ask her
Weight Control Support Group
out because he felt sure she
would turn him down. Well, she will meet at 6 p.m. at Glendale
asked him out,and it was instant Road Church of Christ.
shooting stars, Roman candles
and love in bloom!
Open non-smoking meeting of

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Ellis Center, Murray, from 9 to
11 a.m. and at Wisehart's Grocery
at Midway from 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Eater's Choice Cholesterol
Treatment Program will offer a free
introductory session at 7 p.m. in
meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library.

Poplar Spring Baptist Church
will have a hot dog supper for
children, grades 1 to 6, at 5:45 p.m.
before revival service at 7 p.m.
with special music by St. John's
Baptist Church Choir.

Delta Epsilon Chapter of Sigma
Theta Tau, national honor society
in nursing, will sponsor its annual
DEAR 5-9: Thanks for the re- research evening at 7 p.m. in Room
affirmation. I recently had a let- 110, Mason Hall, Murray State
ter from a 5-foot-7 man who had University.

Tuesday, April 10
Spouse Abuse Program of Murray will have a Support Group for
Women at 12 noon. For information call 759-4050.

United Methodist Churches of
Calloway County will have a Holy
Week service at 7:30 p.m. at
Brooks Chapel church.

Murray State University Chapter
of Phi Delta Kappa, professional
education organization will meet at
5 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.
Rep. Freed Curd will be speaker.

DEAR ABBY: I am making a
scrapbook for my son. I have a box
full of newspaper clippings and picAA and Al-Anon will have
tures from his high school days.
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
He and his wife were divorced Citizens' Center, Benton. For inforeight years ago. and I am wondering
if it would be proper to include the mation call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
clippings and pictures of his wedOpen meeting of Narcotics
ding, honeymoon, etc.
He doesn't have anything to do Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at
with his ex-wife now, except deal- Parish Center, SL Leo's Catholic
ings concerning their daughter.
Church.
WONDERING

Boars Mon Sat 5 a re -I a•

121 By-Pass

Monday, April 9
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.

Weight Control Programs will
have free, no obligation introductory meeting at 7 p.m. in board
room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

DEAR ABBY: Although I missed
the letter that inspired all the others
concerning tall women and their
attitude toward shorter men. I have
read many letters since then and
can't understand the animosity some
tall women and short men feel toward each other.
I am an average-sized man and,
at one time or another. I've been
outrun, outlifted, outswum, outtalked and outsmarted by a member
of the opposite sex. I'll admit that at
the time. I was humiliated, but as I
grew older and wiser,I became fascinated by what remarkable creatures
women are. and I finally had to recognize that women should be treated
as equals. I must admit that my
relationships with women have
vastly improved since I came to this
realization.
I have always been physically
attracted to women who were
stronger, faster, smarter or taller
than I. My most memorable sexual
experience occurred after my wife
beat me in a long-distance foot race!
Please let exceptionally tall women
know that there are small and average-height men who would be honored to be in their company.
5 FOOT 9 IN N.Y.

* * *

HIH
BURGER

413 South 4th

Its never too late.
MARGARET M. HILL,
VICTORIA. TEXAS

Monday, April 9
Suburban Homemakers Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at home of Rachel
Hendon.

Nursery Available

L_
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Paducah Livestock Auction
Cattle 575 Calf 1 Compared to last
week Slaughter Steers and Heifers
untested, Cows 1.00-2.00 lower,
Bulls steady-1.00 Higher, Calves untested last week, Vealers Poorly
tested, Feeder steers steady, Heifers
1.00-2.00 lower.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Breaking
Utility and Commercial 2-4 44.0052.00, Cutter and Boning Utility 1-3
47.00-53.50, Cutter 1-2 41.25-4.4.25.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Yield grade
1-2 1880 lb. indicating 80 Carcass
boning percent 70.00, Yeield grade
1-2 1420-1745 lb. indicating 78-79
percent 60.00-65.00.
SLAUGHTER
CALVES
and
VEALERS: Good 275 lb. Vealer
85.00, Choice 300-440 lb. Calves
80.00-83.00 Good 74.00-80.00.
FEEDERS: STEERS: Medium and
Large No. 1 240-285 lb. 96.00124.00, 300-400 lb. 97.00-109.00
individual 123.00, 400-500 lb.
93.00-108.00, 500-600 lb. 82.0090.00, 500 lb. 99.00, 600-700 lb.
81.00-85.00, 775 lb. 70.00 Medium
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No. 2 200-300 lb. 103.00, 300-500 lb.
80.00-90.00, • 500-600 lb. 79.0084.00,870 lb. 74.00-80.00, Large No.
2283-367 lb. 99.00-106.00, 360-450
lb. 78.00-84.00, Small No. 1 400-500
lb. 76.00, 500 lb. 82.00.
HEIFERS : Medium No. 1 200-300
lb. 93.00-106.00, 300-400 lb. 85.0093.00, 400-500 lb. 80.00-82.75. 500600 lb. 78.00-82.75, 600-700 lb.
74.00-78.00, 840 lb. 82.50, Medium
No. 2 300-500 lb. 74.00-92.00, 500600 lb. 70.00-75.00, Small No. 1
300-500 lb. 75.00-80.00, 515 lb.
80.00.
STOCK COWS and CALVES: Medium and Large No. 1 690.00-860.00,
Medium No. 2 630.00 with 200-350
lb. Calves at side.
STOCK COWS: Medium No. 1
430.00-540.00, Large No. 2 720.00.
STOCK BULLS: Large No. 10451200 lb. 58.00-60.00.
SHEEP: 11
SLAUGHTER LAMBS: Choice
122-137 lb. 60.00
SLAUGHTER EWES: Good 175 lb.
25.00-26.00.
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Vets 'police' for humans
You probably never thought of
your veterinarian as a policeman, nor
are you very likely to like the word
"quarantine."
Yet, on occasion, a veterinarian
will find it necessary to serve as a
policeman to protect your health, and
the quarantine of imported animals
for a certain period of time is essential
to keeping some diseases out of this
country, as a recent incident in Texas
can show.
During the past year, a group of 25
ostriches were imported into the United States from Tanzania, Africa.
Most of these birds had final destinations in Texas, and one of them died
about a week after arriving in Andrews, Texas.
An autopsy revealed the presence
of two "bont ticks" on the bird and at
least one "hyalomma tick."
Both of these ticks are vectors in
spreading diseases not common to the
United States, either of which could
have quickly become a serious problem.
The "bont tick" is the carrier of a
disease called Heartwater, a rickettsial disease of ruminants found
mainly in Africa and on the island of
Madagascar, Reunion, Mauritius and
the Caribbean.
Antelopes are highly susceptible,
and wildebeests and some cattle are
susceptible as well.
Infected animals show nervous
signs such as depression, anorexia, a
stiff gait, exaggerated blinking of the
eyes, and chewing movements which
terminate in convulsions and prostration. Death follows from circulatory
failure.
The "hyalomma tick" is the carrier
of Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic
Fever, a disease which affects both
---,animals and humans. Rodents, hedgehogs and hares are especially susceptible in the animal kingdom, and in

humans the disease is severe and often
fatal.
There is neither a vaccine nor a
treatment for this disease.
Found mainly in the USSR,central
Africa, western Pakistan and Bulgaria, the disease is simply not indigenous to the United States.
A team of USDA veterinarians
traced the remaining birds- in the
shipment,and found a total of 15 more
"bont ticks" though apparently no
more "hyalomma ticks."
Apparently what happened is that
the ticks slipped through private quarantine facilities in both Tanzania and
in Chicago. If all the ticks were not
found, the presence of these diseases
in the United States could create
severe problems.
As a result of this incident, new
rules have been written for quarantine
of imported birds. Only ostriches
younger than three months of age may
enter through private, commercial
quarantine facilities. All ,others must
go through federal facilities where
they will be inspected for ticks three
times and treated twice with insecticide.
It is new diseases, not new animals,
that the USDA is trying to prevent
from entering the country. Sue,h disheases, in an area where animals have
no natural immunity at all, would be
far more severe than in areas where
there is some immunity.
This is another of those obscure
things that veterinarians do to protect
public health, as well as the health of
animals.
Bet you didn't know that your
veterinarian is kept well-informed of
disease on a world-wide basis, and is
always alert to the possibility of
bringing new disease into this country. He is also alert to be sure that
animals being exported are free from
disease.
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Preparation is crucial for cool vegetables
Success with cool season vegetables in the garden begins with getting
good transplants and preparing the
area before planting, according to a
horticulturist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"Buy healthy looking transplants,"
said Extension horticulturist Dick
Roberts. "Look for plants that have
glossy, green leaves and are free of
disease spots or symptoms. Avoid
plants that appear to have freeze
damage or that are dried up."
Vegetable transplants are available
either "greenhouse grown" or "bare
root". Greenhouse grown plants,
while more expensive, will develop
more quickly and are less likely to dry
out.
"Before you plant bare root plants,
soak the roots in a pan of water for half
an hour," Roberts said."Avoid getting
the leaves wet because this creates an
environment for diseases."

Cabbage,onions, broccoli and cau- because it will build up the soil and
of a water soluble fertilizer that is high
liflower can be planted in early April. improve the soil structure. If organic
in phosphorus (10-52-17 or 8-52-10)
Early May is a good time to plant matter isn't available, use a complete in a gallon of water.
peppers, tomatoes, eggplant, cucum- fertilizer such as 10-10-10 at a rate of
When cabbage, broccoli and caulifbers and squash.
two points per 10x10 foot area.
lower heads begin to form, sidedress
Roberts said it is important to
them with ammonium nitrate at the
Using raised beds is another way to
prepare the garden area before plantrate of one-half pint per 10x10 foot
improve heavy soils, according to
ing to give transplants a good start.
area. The fertilizer should be spread to
Roberts.
The
raised
beds
help
imGardeners with a relatively small
each side- of the plants.
plot might want to put a sheet of black prove soil aeration and drainage.
"Insects can destroy all the time and
"Develop
beds
that
are four to six
plastic over the area, he said. The
hard work you've spent in the garden,"
inches
high,"
Roberts
said.
"The
beds
plastic will help the soil warm up
Roberts said. "So, its important to
faster; reduce weed problems; main- may be two to three feet wide at the . keep an eye out
for the pests.
top. Two rows of broccoli, cabbage
tain moisture; provide a better enviand
cauliflow
er
may
planted
be
to
-Flea beetles are a real problem; hut
ronment for roots to grow; and prevent disease spores from splashing up each bed. Since onion transplants are they can be controlled w ith Sevin.
smaller, as many as four rows may be Imported cabbagew onus and cabbage
on the plants.
loopers are hard on cabbage. broccoli
However, it -does prevent sided- planted per bed."
Generally, cabbage and broccoli and cauliflower. Catch them early in
ressing with nitrogen fertilizer later in
should be spaced 12 inches apart in the season and use Bacillus thuringthe season.
the row, and cauliflower, 16 inches. iensis (Bt) a low toxicity pesticide. to
"Till the soil well so it will be free
Transplan
ts should be set out slightly' control them."
of clods," he said. "Prior to planting,
deeper than they grew previously to
Booklets on vegetable gardening
incorporate a two to three inch layer
keep the roots from drying out.
include - Home Vegetable Gardening
of organic matter into the soil. The
To give the plants a good start, put in Kentucky" (110-63) and "Vegetorganic matter is good for heavy soils,
one-half cup of a "starter" fertilizer able Cultivars for Kentucky Gardens"
around each transplant. Prepare the (110-58). Both are av ailable at county
solution by mixing three tablespoons Extension offices.

Knowing how to decipher
fertilizer bag numbers can
aid gardeners, environment
Gardeners who understand three
numbers on fertilizer bags can save
money and help the environment,says
an Extension specialist at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"The three hyphenated numbers on
a fertilizer bag tell you the guaranteed
percentage of nitrogen, available phosphoric acid and soluble potash the
product contains," said Ken Wells,
Extension soils specialist. "So, a 100pound bag of 5-10-15 would contain
five pounds of nitrogen, 10 pounds of
phosphoric acid and 15 pounds of
soluble potash. The remaining 70
pounds doesn't contribute to the guaranteed content of plant food, and
often contains a filler such as granular
limestone."
Wells explained that phosphoric
acid is available to plants as phosphate; soluble potash, as potassium.
Nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium are the major nutrients among
the 16 elements all plants need to
grow and thrive. Nitrogen is used for
leaf development and cell and stem
growth. Weak or sickly looking plants
probably are deficient in phosphorus,
which gets them off to a good start.
Potassium helps improve disease resistance, winter hardiness and tolerance to pests and water stress.
"Understanding fertiliur numbers
helps you follow soil test recommendations and put the right amount of
needed nutrients into the soil," Wells

said. "You won't spend money on
what you don't need and put unnecessary nutrients into the soil. This saves
you money and helps protect the
environment."
Wells said gardeners often over
fertilize, which can cause nutrient
deficiencies that limit yields of some
vegetables.
"For instance, if you over fertilize
with phosphate, you tie up zinc in the
soil," he explained. "This can reduce
yields on sweet corn and snapbeans.
which need plenty of zinc.
"When supplemental nitrogen is
applied to tomato plants too early, it
causes rapid vegetative growth to the
detriment of fruit development.
Lower yields often are interpreted as a
disease problem rather than a nutritional problem. So, wait until the plant
sets fruit to apply supplemental nitrogen."
Wells said vegetable gardeners often face the dilemma of how to meet
the individual nutritional requirements of all the plants in the garden.
The solution is to use a broad spectrum fertilizer, such as 10-10-10.
Where supplemental nitrogen is
needed, use ammonium nitrate.
"A bag of 10-10-10 and a bag of
ammonium nitrate are good basic
tools for the garden," he said.
For information on fertilization and
soil tests, contact the county Extension office.
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Hutson's
Hopes To
Spread
Your
Fertilizers

HUTSON AG
SERVICE
204 W. Railroad Ave
753-1933

Hazel, KY
498-8142

PLANT THE
WINNERS IN 1990

/0"
...5 Southern States

ELECTRICITY..
Today's
Way to
Convenience

KEEP KENTUCKY BEAUTIFUL
GREAT GARDENS BEGIN HERE
SOUTHERN STATES-

KENTUCKY
GARDEN
WEEK IS
APRIL 8 APRIL 14
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750c off

50c off

Clip This Coupon and Receive 50c oft on the purchase
of

ONE POUND PfICKfIGE
VEGETEIBLE SEED
Limit 1 bag per customer

Industrial Rd.
753-1423

QualityforEveryone

Leon Rogers, Buchanan, TN; 1st Place State of
Tennessee & 3rd Place in the Nation 224.56 per
acre. Don Cox, Buchanan, TN; 2nd Place in the
State 204.515 per acre.; Noby Carraway (middle)
owner of Bi-State Grain

See Your Northrup King Dealer

B ii-State Grain
Puryear, TN
901-247-5307

_J
THE NEW

NORTHRUP KING

Prices Low Ass30w
Per 80,000 Kernels
Sweet Corn NK199 Available

Daddy's fixing supper. And
electricity is there to give him a
hand. He can just warm up food in
the oven or the microwave, and grab
a cold drink from the fridge. Cleanup is easy too with the dishwasher
and food disposal to do all the work.
With electricity to help, Dad
does a pretty good job. Even the kids
think so.
Electricity is today's way to convenience. . .today's way to live.

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation
753-5012
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Faldo repeats as Masters champ,
By ED SHEARER

Biggest changes
are seen at the top
By JIM DONAGHY
Associated Press Baseball Writer

The biggest changes in baseball for 1990 start
right at the top with more probably on the way.
"A lot of teams were hesitant to make moves until the contract was settled," Atlanta general manager Bobby Cox said. "I
think you'll see a lot of things happen as clubs find holes once
the season starts."
The defending World Series champion Oakland A's didn't
even have to wait that long.
Gone are DH Dave Parker (Milwaukee), second baseman Tony
Phillips (Detroit) and right-hander Storm Davis (Kansas City).
All took their Series rings and signed big free-agent contracts.
In fact. the theme of the winter was the way free agents scurried around the country like tokens on a Monopoly board.
Parker, 39, led the A's with 97 RBIs and was a force in the
clUbhouse, too. He was also a dangerous left-handed bat in a
predominantly right-handed lineup.
"These were people we didn't want to lose but we felt it
was more important to keep Rickey Henderson and we also had
to negotiate a new contr4c& with Dave Stewart and others down
the road," Oakland GM Mndy Alderson said. "I think we have
the people to replace those who left."
Ken Phdps, who the A's acquired late last season from the
New York Yankees, will move in at the DH spot and a healthy
Scott Sanderson can win 15 games.
Davis was 19-7 for the A's in 1989 and 35-14 overall the
last to years.
He. signed as a free agent with Kansas City, a team that figtires to challenge Oakland along with California in the talentladen American League West.
"I had to do what I thought was right for my family,"
Davis said. "In 15 or 20 years, that's what will be important
— not where I pitched."
A lot of players apparently agreed with that thinking — even
another Day is.
Mark Davis, the National League Cy Young winner, left the
San Diego Padres to sign a four-year, $13 million deal with
Kansas City.
"I had offers that were equal or higher from a couple of
other clubs." Davis said. "But I wanted to pitch where I was
comfortable and my family was happy."
His arrival should make the Royals' starters smile, too.
Last season, Davis saved 44 games in 48 opportunities and
had a 1.85 .ERA. He only allowed 13 of 75 inherited runners
.to score.
The Royals already had a solid bullpen as Ste Farr and
Jeff Montgomery combined for 36 saves in 46 4portunities.
Davis can compare notes with Bret Saberhagen, who won the
AL C Young Award with a 23-6 record.
Not to be outdone, the Angels went out and signed free
agent pitcher Mark Langston for $16 over five years.
Langston was the premier pitcher in the free-agent pool.
The left-hander has led the AL in strikeouts three times and
held opponents to a .218 average in 176, 2-3 innings for Mon:real last season.
The Expos traded three pitchers to Seattle last May in an
attempt to win it all. But Langston, who was born in San
Diego, w
lief—ratty coknfortable pitching in a place where
Pau:
oy's shutouts are More important than his.
Langston wasn't the only one unhappy with life with the
Expos.
Pitchers Pascual Perez (New York Yankees) and Bryn Smith
St. Louis) and outfielder Hubie Brooks (Los Angeles) also
signed big free-agent deals.
With Montreal no longer a factor, the NL East should end up
in a two-team race between the New York Mets and Chicago
Cubs.
While the defending division champion Cubs made few key
changes, the Mets were busy adjusting their roster and attitude.
The Mets traded disgruntled center fielder Juan Samuel to Los
.Angeles for first baseman Mike Marshall and reliever Alejandro
Pena.
Mets manager Davey Johnson said Marshall will start the season at first base after winning the battle with Dave Magadan.
The Mets are starting a new era in 1990 after saying goodbye to aging and injury-plagued Gary Carter and Keith
Hernandez.
"It's like night and day from the end of the season to the
first day here (spring training)," pitcher Frank Viola said. "It's
just incredible. We went from having Keith and Gary and Don
Aase, guys in their upper 30s, and all of a sudden Bobby Ojeda is the senior member of the team at 32."
The Mets also traded reliever Randy Myers to Cincinnati for
John Franco in an exchange of premier left-handed relievers.
The San Diego Padres moved to the spot of No. 1 contender
in the NL West as Manager-GM Jack McKeon went on a shopping spree at the winter meetings.
In a 24-hour span, McKeon acquired outfielder Joe Carter
from Cleveland and signed free agents Craig Lefferts and Fred
Lynn.
Lefferts saved 20 games in 24 opportunities with San Francisco and will take Davis' place as the Padres' stopper.
Carter is an impact player and was the big prize among
everyday players. In the last four years at Cleveland, he averaged 31 home runs and 108 RBIs.
After trading for Carter, the Padres signed him to a three-year
deal for $9.2 million.
To help their chances at repeating as NL champs, the Giants
signed free agent right fielder Kevin Bass. Last season, Bass hit
.300 for Houston and is a lifetime .275 hitter who can steal a
base.
The Giants also decided to give Gary Carter a chance, despite
signs he can no longer hit. Hernandez signed a free-agent deal
with Cleveland.
Another great hitter of the last 15 years, Jim Rice, wasn't as
lucky.
The Boston Red Sox did not offer the 16-year veteran a contract and nobody else was interested, either. He ended his Boston career with 382 home runs and 1,451 RBIs.
Baseball's newest faces in the dugout are actually quite
familiar.
John McNamara is the new manager in Cleveland and Lou
Piniella left George Stienbrenner's baseball committee to become
the Reds' skipper.
1r 1990, there will be a lot more baseball to see.
For the first time, ESPN will televise games starting with a
tripleheader on opening day, April 9. And, don't look for the
"Game of the Week" on NBC. CBS has the contract now,
even if the netwrk doesn't have a No. I announcer.

Associated Pr•ss Sports Writer

AUGUSTA, Ga. — When golf's
renowned front-runner flopped,
Nick Faldo pounced.
Raymond Floyd blew a 4-shot
lead on the final six holes of the
54th Masters on Sunday, allowing
Faldo to become only the second
man to win this storied event two
years in a row.
The Englishman did it in similar
fashion to last year's victory, winning on the second hole of a

sudden -death playoff when Floyd's
approach found the pond guarding
the 11th green.
"It's the most devastating thing
that's happened to me in my
career," the distraught Floyd said.
"I've had a lot of losses, but never
like this. At this stage of your
career, how many chances are you
going to get?"
"When you have a guy that you
know is a great front-runner, it sets
your course," said Faldo, who won
on the second hole of a playoff
with Scott Hoch last year. "You've

got to play positive-aggresive.
"I thought it was unbelievable
when Floyd hit his shot in the
water on 11. A guy like that has
played .so many pressure shots."
"Raymond's not the most fun
person to chase," Lanny Wadkins
had said earlier in the day after finishing with a 68 and a third-place
tie at 283 with John Huston, who
shot 75 after starting the day two
shots behind Floyd.
"He's an awful good frontrunner. He has a lot of determination, lot of guts. He just doesn't

want to turn loose. I'll be surprised
if anything funny happens."
It did.
The two finished regulation with
10-under-par 278 totals — a closing 69 for Faldo, 72 for Floyd.
Both had pars on the first extra
hole, although Faldo had to come
out of a bunker to save his. Both
had excellent drives on No. 11 —
Floyd 275 yards to the right of center, Faldo 300 yards to the left of
center.
When Floyd's second shot found
(Cont'd on page 11)

Local sports

MSU's tourney
hopes dimmed
by swept series
Staff Report
Ledger & Times Sports

The NIurray State Thoroughbreds
saw their hopes for making the
1990 Ohio Valley Conference tournament grow dim when they were
swept this weekend at Middle
Tennessee.
The 'Breds dropped both games
of a twilight doubleheader Saturday
before being edged in the final
game of the series Sunday
afternoon.
MTSU's Chris Crabtree tossed a
two-hitter in the opener, as he
faced just one batter over the minimum in Middle's 4-0 win. Kirk
Rueter was the hard-luck loser for
Murray, giving up five hits in the
game but burned for four runs in
the bottom of the fourth.
The 'Breds fell 4-3 in the second
game as a seventh-inning rally fell
short. A two-run homer by catcher
Jay Owens in the bottom of the
first put the Blue Raiders up 2-0,
and Owens and Mike Severance hit
solo shots to give Middle a 4-0
lead.
Singles from Jason Haner, an
RBI double by Ben Garland, a double by Dale Dunn and an RBI
groundout by Jason Sammons
brough the 'Breds within one, but
Middle reliever Rob Angell bailed
out starter Tom Wegman by shutting the door.
On Sunday, Middle jumped out
to a 4-0 lead, but, behind doubles
from Haner and Dunn and a single

Award winners from the 1989-90 Murray State basketball banquet (from left to right): Greg Coble, Crittenden Free Throw Award (sponsored by Wagner Moving and Storage); Paul King, Beshear Defensive
Award (sponsored by Murray Ledger and Times); Chris Ogden, Athletic Director's Character Award,
Jeff Martin Senior Basketball Award (sponsored by Wagner Moving and Storage); Ismael Rosario, Alexander Scholar Athlete Award (sponsored by The Hoke Company); Ronald "Popeye" Jones, Cunningham
Rebounding Award (sponsored by Dennison-Hont Sporting Goods), Fulks Most Valuable Player (sponsored by NISU Alumni Association); and Frank Allen, Purcell Assist Award (sponsored by Holton, Melguin and Haverstock Insurance Agency), Crittenden Free Throw Award. Joe Belcher (not pictured) won
the Will Ed Stokes Basketball Award for N1SU boosters.
Staff photo

by Sammons. Murray plated three
in the fifth.
A solo homer from John Grzanich tied the game in the sixth, but
Middle took advantage of a hit
batsman, a bunt, a single and a .fielder's choice to score the winning
run in the bottom of the eighth.
The losses dropped Murray to
12-14, 1-4 in the Ohio Valley Con-

ference. Onl) the top four teams in
OVC play qualify for the
tournament.
The 'Breds host SL Louis Tuesday and have a doubleheader set
for Wednesday afternoon.
• •
In high school action, the Calloway County Lakcrs completed their
spring break trip with an 11-7 loss

by David Ramey

to Athens High School in Athens,
Ala. Saturday afternoon.
"I was pleased with the first two
games (both defeats) but we
weren't ready to play Saturday,"
McCallon said. "We wanted to go
home."
Five Laker errors open the floodgates for Athens, and didn't leave
(Cont'd on page 11)

After lockout, boycott... here comes baseball!
By BEN WALKER
Associated Press Baseball Writer

Read.y or not, here comes opening day.
Just how good the games would be today was
anyone's guess. Pitchers weren't strong and fielders — some using smaller gloves — weren't
sharp in the skewed spring training.
But, after a month-long lockout and an
umpires' boycott, at least there was baseball,
albeit with revamped 27-man rosters. And fans

with cable television can see a lot of it — ESPN
will show three games today, beginning its
coverage of 161 games this year.
The regular season was set to open at 1:05
p.m. EDT in Boston, where Jack Morris and the
Detroit Tigers faced Roger Clemens and the Red
Sox. A half-hour later, Commissioner Fay Vincent was to throw out the ceremonial first ball
before Pittsburgh visited Dwight Gooden and
the New York Mets.
There was no game in Cincinnati, marking

just the third time since 1876 the Reds have
opened on the road. Because of the revised schedules, the Reds play tonight in Houston, where
the Astrodome is celebrating its 25th
anni iv ersary.
"We're not going to be at home, so it's not
going to be as big a deal," Cincinnati's Tom
Browning said. "The crowd's not going to be
part of the hoopla."
The St. Louis Cardinals host Montreal tonight
(KBSI-TV, Ch. 23) at 7:35 p.m. CDT.

Morton, Mays win state's hoop honors
FORT MITCHELL, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville Central's Dwayne Morton and Knox Central's Kim Mays
reached high school athletic goals
Saturday by being named Kentucky's Mr. and Miss Basketball.
The players will wear No. 1
jerseys in the annual KentuckyIndiana all-star basketball games
this summer. The teams will play
June 16 in Louisville and June 23
in Indianapolis.
"It's been a goal of mine since I
was in the ninth grade," said Morton, a 6-foot-7 forward who averaged 25 points and nine rebounds a
game his senior year. He also was

named first-team Parade Magazine
All-American and Associated Press
All-State.
'This is an honor,' he added.
"I've always dreamed of being Mr.
Kentucky — No. I in the state. I'm
just very happy."
Morton committed last November to Louisville, but the school
was found guilty by the NCAA of
improper contact with him during
the recruiting period. The school
has been told that he cannot play
for them.
Louisville recently appealed the
NCAA decision.
When they make a decision I'll

know," Morton said of his college
status. "I'm still coming to U of L
and I haven't said anything yet.''
Mays, also named to Parade and
AP first-team squads, said, "All
year long has been a dream come
true for me and this topped it• off."
She averaged 41.6 points and 10.3
rebounds this year.
"This is my Dad's (Harry) birthday, so this is his birthday present," said Mays, who scored
3,952 points as a starter since the
seventh grade at the Barbourville
school. She will attend Auburn in
the fall

• • •
Murray High junior Willis Chcaney and Calloway County senior
Bcnji Kelly were recognized by the
Louisville Courier-Journal as two
of the top five players in the First
Region last season. Cheaney was
tied with Hickman's Eugene Alexander for second place, while Kelly tied for fifth place on the team
with Graves' Greg Butler. Aaron
Beth of Marshall County, who was
second-team All-State, was picked
as the best player in the region by
the coaches' poll; Paul McKnight
of Paducah Tilghman rounded out
the top five.

Stanley Cup playoffs

Overtime ends on happy notes for Kings, St. Louis Blues
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Hockey Writer

The Los Angeles Kings and St.
Louis Blues were both working
overtime in the NHL playoffs.
And it paid off.
Tony Granato scored with 8:37
elapsed in overtime to lift the
Kings to a 2-1 victory over the
Calgary Flames. Sergio Momcsso
connected at 6:04 as the Blues
defeated the Toronto Maple Leafs
6-5 Sunday night.
"It was a great hockey game to
be involved in," said Granato after
scoring the first shorthanded overtime goal in Stanley Cup history.
That victory gave the Kings a
surprising 2-1 lead in their first-

St. Louis
BLUES

Mgr Owl" 7 al 8 regular-season games to
the Maple Leafs, the Blues we poised to
eliminate Toronto In Stanley Cup first-round
play with a 3-0 edge in the best-of-four NI:11nil Division series

round Smythe Division series
against the defending Stanley Cup
champions, who had bounced them
out of the playoffs last year.
The Blues, meanwhile, put the
Maple Leafs on the brink of elimination. They hold a 3-0 lead in the

Norris series and need only to beat
Toronto on Tuesday night to
advance to the division finals.
In other Campbell Conference
playoff games Sunday night, Winnipeg beat Edmonton 2-1 in the
other Smythe semifinal, and Chicago trimmed Minnesota 2-1 in the
Norris.
The Wales Conference gets back
into action tonight with Boston at
Hartford and Buffalo at Montreal
in the Adams Division, and the
New York Rangers at the New
York Islanders and New Jersey at
Washington in the Patrick. The
Rangers lead their series 2-0, while
the others are tied at one apiece.
Smyth* Division
Kings 2, Flames 1, OT

The Kings were rejuvenated by the return 01
Wayne Gretzky, who had missed seven games
with a back Injury He didn't waste much time
getting back into the swim of things, setting up
a goal by Tomas Sandstrom 23 seconds into
the second period Kings goaltenber Kelly Hru
dey had a shutout until giving up a goal by Joe
Mullen with 5 55 remaining in regulation The
Kings then pulled it out on Granato's dramatic
goal — finally solving Mike Vernon after 48
minutes and 13 seconds
Jets 2, Otters 1
Dale itswerchuk scored with less then five
minutes remaining to give Winnipeg the victory
over Edmonton and the lead in their series
Norris Division
Blues S. Maple Leafs I
Mornesso used defensernan Tom Kurvers as
I screen end tired a slap shot from the blue line
that beat goatenider Man 13ester through the
Pada It came lets than a minute after Beeler
stopped Brett Hull on a solo dash down right
wing The Blues thus moved into the *woes
seat in the _playoffs after losing seven of eight
games to Toronto dunng the regular season
Blackhawks 2, North Stars 1
Steve Lamer snapped a SCOISielli tie with
9 48 to play is Chicago best lAinnesota to
regain home-ice advantage NI ther sines
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Actions& Reactions

MSU's tourney hopes...

Local soccer

(Coned from page 10)
McCallon happy. "If we play
defense like we did on Saturday,
we're not going to compete in our
district or our region," McCallon
said.
The Lakers jumped out to a 1-0
lead on a first-inning RBI single by
David Potts, but Athens used a
homer and the first Laker error to
score two in the bottom of the
inning. A Scott klams homer tied
it at 2-2, but Laker errors helped
Athens plate six runs in the third
and blow the game open.
A walk to Joey Waller and singles from Potts and Benji Kelly led
to two runs in the fourth for Calloway. Potts doubled and scored in
the sixth, and a Waller single in the
seventh and two Athens errors led
to two more runs for Calloway.
The Lakers were 0-3 for the trip
and are now 4-3, travelling to Lone
Oak today and Trigg County
tomorrow before returning home
for a rematch of last year's regional championship game with Paducah Tilghman on Thursday.

MURRAY — The under-14 boys Strikers improved their season-starting win streak
to six games over the weekend, walloping Paducah 19-1 on Saturday before taming Madisonville on Sunday, 6-1. Scorers were not reported from Saturdays blowout win, but Roman Shapla had two goals and two assists on Sunday, with the
Strikers taking a 4-0 lead on goals from Shane Schroeder, John Key, Beau Jones
and Jesse Arant before Shapla's pair ended the scoring John McConnell, Arant
and Schroeder added assists

Basketball
RALEIGH, N.C. — Finally, Jim Valveno is out as North Carolina State's
basketball coach. • Valvano's 10-year
reign with the Wolfpack ended Saturday when the school agreed to buy
out his contract for $212,000, almost
$300,000 less than he had asked for
originally. The settlement ended six
weeks of fighting by Valvano to keep
his job in the wake of reports that former players had accepted cash from
boosters while playing at N.C. State
and allegations of point-shaving. Valvano was never implicated in the allegations. The 44-year-old Valvano had
a 187-105 record with the Wolipack
and took his team to the NCAA tournament seven times and the National
Invitation Tournament once.
.Supporters and officials at N.C.
State echoed the optimism Valvano
displayed Saturday after he agreed to
leave and not sue the school in
exchange for $238,000. Valvano also
stands to be paid $375,000 by the
university's booster club, one of Valvano's attorneys said.
•Valvano's departure leaves North
Carolina State with the twofold task of
finding a new athletic director and
rebuilding its men's basketball program

I

JIM VALVANO

. • •
The Charlotte Hornets, who won't make the NBA playoffs this year, are learning
what it takes to determine who will. The Hornets had a league-worst 10-52 record
on March 16, but they have won eight of 13 since then, including four victories over
teams that have either clinched a playoff berth or are in contention for one. Three
teams now sit behin4,the Hornets in the NBA's overall standings. The latest
triumph came Sunday in a.1.10-109 victory over Golden State that dampened the
Warriors' playoff chance's. They fell 2V2 games behind Seattle for the final playoff
spot in the Western Conference.
9 S •
In other NBA games, it was Cleveland 100, Detroit 97; Houston 146, Orlando 123;
Indiana 99, New York 97, Los Angeles Lakers 116, Denver 109; New Jersey 102,
Miami 101; and Portland 112, San Antonio 105

Golf
HATTIESBURG, Miss. — Gene Sauers shot a 2-under-par 68 on Sunday and
coasted to a two-shot victory in the $300,000 Deposit Guaranty Golf Classic Sunday. Sauers entered the final round with a three-shot lead and was not seriously
pressured. He made a routine par-5 on the 17th hole and won by two shots over
Jack Ferenz despite a final-hole bogey. Two former champions — 1987 winner
David Ogrin and 1977 winner Mike McCullough — tied for third at 271.
• • •
POWAY, Calif. — Kris Monaghan shot a 4-under-par 67 Sunday for a two-stroke
victory in the $300,000 Red Robin Kyocera Inarnori Classic, her first victory in six
years on the LPGA Tour. Monaghan, whose round included six birdies and two
bogeys, posted scores of 72-67-70-67 and finished at 8-under 276 Cathy Gerring
finished second at 278.

Tennis
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. — Martina Navratilova won the battle of generations
Sunday. beating eighth-grader Jennifer Capriati 6-2, 6-4 in the final of the Family
Circle Cup.
It was the 150th career singles win for the 33-year-old Navratilova, who won
seven of those tournaments before her 14-year-old opponent was born.
• • •
HOUSTON — Fourth-seeded Richey Reneberg defeated second-seeded Magnus
Gustafsson 6-4, 6-4 in the final of the American Capital Invitational on Sunday at
River Oaks. Reneberg became the first Houston area player to win at River Oaks
since Frank Guernsey prevailed in 1939.
• • •
ORLANDO, Fla. — Top-seeded Brad Gilbert beat Christo van Rensburg 6-2, 6-1 in
the final of the Prudential-Bache Securities Classic on Sunday.

Auto racing
PHOENIX — Rick Mears took the lead 70 laps into the Autowork 200 and ran away
from the field to repeat as champion in the season-opening event for Indy cars, at
Phoenix International Raceway. Mears, who ended last year by winning the final
race on the CART-PPG circuit at Laguna Seca, Calif., averaged 126.291 mph in
his Chevrolet-powered Penske 90 and earned $77,000. His time of 1 hour, 35
minutes. 1 112 seconds was 7.256 seconds — about a third of a mile — better
than runner-up Bobby Rahal.
• • •
BRISTOL, Tenn. — Davey Allison beat Mark Martin in a photo finish Sunday to
capture the Vaileydale Meats 500 NASCAR race at Bristol International Raceway.
Allison took the lead for the first and only time on lap 392 when he opted to skip a
pit stop while the leaders went to the pits under a caution flag
• • •
ROCKINGHAM, N.C. — Joe Amato edged top qualifier Darrel Gwynn in the Top
Fuel final in the $300,000 NHRA Winston Invitational on Sunday at Rockingham
Dragway Amato clocked a 5.049-second elapsed time for the quarter-mile to
Gwynn's 5.022, but reached the finish line first. John Force won the Funny Car
competition and Jerry Eckman took the Pro Stock.

Boxing
CANASTOTA, N.Y. — Muhammad Al,, Carmen Basil*, Joe Frazier, Jake LaMotta
and Jack Dempsey are among the first 53 people who will be inducted into the
International Boxing Hall of Fame. Hall of Fame director Ed Brophy announced the
names of those who will be inducted at the museum's first ceremonies June 8 to
10. The museum opened last June in the Madison County community of Canastota, 15 miles east of Syracuse The inductees were picked by a panel of 113 boxing
historians and members of the Boxing Writers Association.
• • •
LAS VEGAS — Jorge Paez, who escaped with a draw the last time he fought
Louie Espinoza, rallied in the last half of the fight Saturday to capture a 12-round
split decision over Espinoza and retain his IBF featherweight title. Paez, winning
for the second straight time by split decision, successfully defended his 126-pound
International Boxing Federation crown for the seventh time

•

GOLF
The Racer golf team posted a
first-place individual finish and
second -place team standing at the
Oak Meadows Collegiate in Evansville, Ind. this weekend.
The Racers shot a 625 to trail
winner Ball State by ten strokes in
the 13-team field. MSU freshman
Chris Wilson of Graves County
was the overall individual winner,
winning a one-hole playoff after
shooting a 153 (77-76) for the
36-hole event.
Dirk Brinker, playing in his
hometown, tied for fifth with a

FENTON, Mo. — Eric Wynalda scored two first-half goals Sunday as the United
States beat Iceland 4-1 in a tuneup for the country's first World Cup appearance in
40 years Steve Trittschuh also scored in the first half and Bruce Murray got a
second-half goal for the United States, 3-5 in its exhiNtion schedule with five international games remaining. The United States opens World Cup play June
10
against Czechoslovakia in Florence. Italy.

DRIVE A LITTLE, SAVE A LOT!
TOYOTA - MITSUBISHI
442-5461

Just Across Town From High Prices

•

•

(Cont'd from page 10)
water, Faldo knew he just had to
get it comfortably on the green.
He did.
Faldo stopped it 18 feet from the
pin. Floyd, lying 3, took his drop
45 yards from the hole.
"I've got to hole it for par,"
Floyd said. "The chances aren't
good."
He didn't. Faldo then lagged his
putt within a foot and tapped in for
the par that sewed up the third
major title of his career, the
$225,000 first prize and the green
jacket that goes to the winner.
He had beaten Hoch for his first
Masters title after Hoch missed a
short birdie putt on the first extra
hole. Floyd failed on a 15-footer on
the first playoff hole.
Faldo, who won the British Open
in 1987 and lost a playoff to Curtis
Strange in the 1988 U.S. Open,
thus continued the European domination at Augusta — six of the last
11 titles and three in a row have
gone overseas. Sandy Lyle of Scotland won the 1988 Masters.
Floyd realized he may have cost
himself a second Masters title by
getting out of character. He started
playing safe, hoping to par in for
the victory that would make him, at
47, the oldest Masters winner in
history.
Jack Nicklaus won this title for
the sixth time in 1986, when he
was 46. Nicklaus also was the only
back-to-back winner, in 1965 and
'66.
It would have made Floyd the
first player with a major championship in four decades — he won
PGA crowns in 1969 and 1982, the
Masters in 1976 and the U.S. Open
in 1986.
Floyd's conservative play on the
back Side of the 6,905-yard Augusta National course was the opening
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SCOREBOARD
'New Office.
same good neighbor."
305 N. 12th
(Next To
Century 21)

Like a good neighbor,
State err-, Is there

Jane Rogers
753-9627

State Farm trouralce Convenes
i-orne Office Bloomington

THE MASTERS

•

TENNIS
The Murray State men's team
downed Eastern Kentucky 8-1
Saturday in Richmond.
Winners for Murray included
No. 1 Tomas Hult (6-3, 6-1); No. 3
Doug Hawthorne (6-0, 6-2); No. 4
Scott Yarbrough (6-3, 6-2); No. 5
Michael Hall (6-2, 6-3); and No. 6
Mathias Arfeldt (6-0, 6-2).
MSU swept doubles play, with
Hawthorne-Yarbrough (7-6 (7-3),
6-2); Hult-Rob Olmstead (6-1,
6-4), and Hall-Arfeldt (6-1, 6-3)
winning.
The Racers also won at Western
on Sunday; individual results were
not available. Murray will host
Middle Tennessee Thursday afternoon at the Bennie Purcell Courts.
• • •
The Lady Racers fell 6-3 to the
University of Louisville Saturday
at the Purcell Courts.
Individual winners for the Lady
Racers included No. 2 Celine
Neefkes (6-2, 7-5); No. 3 Bobbi
Koehn (6-4, 7-6, 6-2); and No. 4
Lana Allcock (6-1, 6-3).
The Lady Racers, 10-6, host
Middle Tennessee Wednesday
afternoon at 3 p.m.

Faldo repeats...

AUGUSTA Ga
10
— Find'
par and Ora money Sunday of dcwea,
tee 54ithmia"n
Mears
tournament okayed at the 6 906-yard par-72
Augusta National Goll Club course (a-arnateur, Iron on second nor or totarott)
4-1;:di Eaid 6
1225
33003
000
71-72-6649-278 -10
Floyd $
704646-2
66,744-437275-2,780
3-13
John Huston. $72 500
Lanny Wins $72.500
72.73.70-611-283 -5
Fred Couples $50.000
74-69-72-69-2$4 4
Jack Mohawk $45.000
72-70-69-74--285 3
Bill Britton. 135 150
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Scott Simpson 135.150
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BASEBALL
Finei Exhibition Baseball
At A Glance
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Clevaind
Kansas City
Boston
Texas
Sean*
Detrot
Baltimore
Chicago
Mlwaukee
Minnesota
Calitornia
Oakland
New York
Toronto
San Dogo
PNtadelphia
Los Angst**
Montreal
Pittsburgh
Nein York
Gnonnat
Chicago
Atlanta
Houston

Pct
667
538
529
500
438
429
400
400
400
400
375
375
357
286

10
7
9
8

NATIONAL LEAGUE
W
1

L

7

Pct.
857
667
667
667
643
615
563
500
500
500

Si Louts
6
462
7
San Franosco
6 '0
375
NOTE Spil souad gamin COun1 in standings
see do nor
3, TS
eaturte
us 2 y's Ganes
10104110
SI
Atla ri tr
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11,1 11-voJ
ea
stn
nwx
.
9 It
Philadelphia 11 Crnonnab Ins, 8 7 ,nnogs
Cinannab 141 2. Pittsburgh 0
Boston 11, Chicago While Sox 10
Kansas City 5. Douro 2
New Yoh Yankees at New Yoh Mots cal coia
Chicago Cute Issi 9. lAtereukee 6
San Francisco 7 Oakland 6
C
3.43,,t
hicazi C7u0
u) 8a. C2levehno 7
,
11Am
(r.inot
Los Angela* 4 California 2
San Diego 3. Seattle 2
Sunday's Games
Si Louis 4 Baltimore I
Houston 6, Atlanta 4
Prtsburgh 11, Philaclolphi•
New York WO 2. Ni. York
Cierraland 12 Cinannae 6
Montreal 10 kennesota 4
Los Angeles 4 Catifornia 2
Oaaand 5 San Francisco
San Dreg° 2. Seats' 1

!

STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS
Stanwty Cup Playoff Glance
DIVISION SEtillFlItALS
Friday, April
Chicago 5, lannesota 3
St Louis 4, Toronto 2
Calgary 8 Los Angeles 5
Edmonton 3, WInnprog 2. OT
Saturday, AprIll 7
Boston 3, Hartlord 1, mho sod 1-1
Montreal 3. Buffalo 0. sense bed 1-1
New J•rsvi 6, Washington 5. Woe bed 1-1
New York Rangers 5. New vont layman 2.
Rangers Old 94"06 2-0
Sunday. kirll

St Louis 6 Toronto 5 OT St Lao *act, sent*
3-0
WoNoag 2, Edmonton 1 Winnipeg wads senes
2-1
Chicago 2 lianneeots 1, Chicago Wads kenos
2-1
Los Angeles 2. Cakaary 1, OT Lon Anginas.as
series 2-1
Monday, April 9
Boston at Hartford 635 pm
Bultalo at Montreal, 635 pm
Ni. York Rangers at Neil Yoh Islanders. 635
m
New An.
/ at Washington. 635 pm

NBA PLAYOFF RACE

NICK FALDO
Faldo needed.
Faldo hung tough by saving par
with a 15-foot putt from the fringe
on No. 12 after hitting his tee shot
into the bunker.
"I could have played a careershot and still hit it in the water,"
Faldo said. "That might have been
the one that kept me going."
He then birdied the 13th, 15th
and 16th to get within one shot,
which he made up when Floyd
three-putted from 50 feet on 17 for
a bogey.

# The High-S_peed Copier for Today's
Fast-PacedBusiness.
Still waiting for your copies? Still
strugghng with cornphcated copytng
procedures? Still getting lousy copy
quality?

EASTERN CONFERENCE
W
L Pct. GB
54 21 720 —
:
1C
Dcal()
51 23 689 7.4
x-Philadelpha
49 27 645 5-4
Bos
h.a...k
tonee
46 29 613 8
43 32 573 11
40 35 533 14
Irrdlana Y°4n
36 39 480 18
• • •
ACtelva:Itaand
18
35 407
17:
7 16
9
Washington
29 46 38' 25
t-cinche0 playon berth
• . •
GAMES REMAINING
IAILWAUKEE (71 — HOME (4) April 14, Atlanta,
17, Cleveland, 19, New York, 21, Now Jersey
AWAY (3) April 10 Orlando 11 Atlanta. 13.
Chcago
INDIANA 7)—(
HOME (31 April to, Wastyngion,
16. Chicago, 20. Dome AWAY (4) April 12. Now
York 14, New Jersey, 18, Phitadelphsa, 22.
Washington
ATLANTA (81 — HOME (4) Apill 11. IAlwaukee.
17, New Jersey. 21, team AWAY (3) Ape 10.
Philadelphia 13, Detrat, 14, Mhbaukee, 20 Nevi
York
CLEVELAND (7) — HOME (2) Apnl 14 Miami,
22. Nag, York AWAY (5) Apnl 11, Chicago 12
Washington. 17 Meraulute, 18. New Jorsan 20.
3(4 nctio
WASHINGTON 17) — PrOME (3) Apnl 12. Caw.
and 14 Chicago, 22. Indiana AWAY (4) Aprtl 10,
ridiania, 17 Orlando, 19. Chicago. 20, Menu
• • •

WESTERN CONF ERE NC E
W
L Pct
56 17 767
53 22 707
61 22 699
50 25 66'
49 26 653
42 32 568
38 36 514
37 37 50C

at.A Laws
• Portland
Ulan
Pricer,.,
San Annio
Oasis
Denver
Seam*

•

•

GB
—

A
5
8
14
18,
19,
,

•

Hovision
36 38 486 20 v
Goiden Slate
35 40 467 22 •
• clincfirac 1u4,Otl oorr
• • •
GAMES REMAINING
DALLAS (81 — I-401.4E (3) Apnl 17 0711 20
HOuStOn, 22 Chadial• AWAY (5 Apnl 9 LA Lao
ars 10 LA Clippers. 12. Gorden State 13 Poniard 19 Charon'
DENVER (8) — HOME (3) April 8 LA Lakers
20. San Antonio. 22 Minnesota AWAY (5) April
10. Savarnento. 12, SilatIAD 14. Portland . 17. Abnnewts. 19. Houston
SEATTE.E 181— HOME 15) Aprtl 9 Sacramento
'2. D•orsr 14. PhOWlix 17. LA Lamm's, 20 LA
Cittesub AWAY (3) aoro 10. Utah, 19, Sacramento 22. Golden State
HOUSTON (81 — HOME 14) Apnl 12. Charlotte
17 Sacramento, 19, Detiver, 22, Utah AWAY ,4)
April tO. Charlotte 14 Utah, 15 LA Laken 20
Dallas
GOLDEN STATE (7) — HOME 15) APril 1 0. San
Antonio 12 Callas 16 Phoenix la L A Clippers
22 Sean* AWAY 121 A0.11 13 LA Laken 20
Phoenix

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)

753-9627

SINCE 1938
'QUALITY CONCRETE -ON -TIME"

Serving the
Murray & Calloway Co. Area

You need a change.

Toshiba's new 80-8510!
40 Copies per Minute! SuperSimplified Operation! Complete

Soccer

2101 South Beltline

•

156, while seniors John Hobby and
Jeff Wells both shot 158. Murray
native Craig Schwettman shot a
167, while sophomore Mike
Paduano rounded out the Racers
with a 172.
"We're getting a little bit better
as the season goes along," Murray
State coach Buddy Hewitt said.
The Racers will travel to West
Virgian next week for the 54-hole
Marshall University Intercollegiate,
with a field of 21 teams.
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TOSHIBA

Edge-to-Edge Cop4m! Auto Exposure Control! Auto Toner! Built-in
Auto doc Feeder! 3-Way Paper

"Ask

your

Neighbors about their Toshaba .

Supply! 11X17 Copying! Instant
HELP Function! More than 24 popular features...a8

Plus

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.

standard!!

optional Sorters, Auto Duplex Mg, and Large Capacity Feeders!

.CONCRETE BLOCKS .CEMENT .SAND
•GRAVEL •CRUSHED STONE
•MASONRY CEMENT •LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL

N. 7th, Mayfield
Call: 1-800-633-7296

118

TOMMY
BLAIR

C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray

753-3355

SEE SPENCER BEFORE YOU BUY

PONTIAC - GMC
3100 Irvin Cobb Drive

443-1711

MAZDA - LINCOLN- MERCURY

3049 Irvin Cobb Drive

443-2417
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Murray anglers dispel myth of sub-par crappie year
AURORA, KY. — It's generally
accepted that Kentucky Lake is
going through a sub-par year for
crappie fishing, but it didn't show
Saiurday when Murray anglers
Mark Williams and Donnie Boyd
weighed in for the 1990 Johnson
Reel's Crappiethon U.S.A. One
Day Tournament here.
Williams and Boyd set a record
for all Crappiethon one-day contests through out the nation when
they stepped up to the scales with a
tournament limit of 20 fish weighing 35,49 pounds, averaging better
than 1 3,4 pounds per fish. The
largest fish in the catch was 2.2
pounds. and several were in the
neighborhood of 2 pounds.
1 be A inning catch. A hich earned
a S2.000 first-place check, came

from a section of a creek channel
south of Aurora on Kentucky Lake.
Williams and Boyd "spider rigged"
Aith three rods each, slowly trolling blue and pearl-colored Southern Pro and Radar Lures tube jigs
at depths of 10 to 15 feet to catch
their fish.
"I guess we probably caught
aroun$1 80 fish altogether that we
culled from," Williams said. "They
were mainly on two spots along the
creek. We caught them all early.
don't know if we caught a weighing list) after 10 o'clock."
Second in the Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley competition were
Koi:h Ray of Mayfield and Ricky
Cro;.,:h of Murray. Ray and
Crou,:r.i. ho on the 1987 Crappiethon one-day test, scored

KIDS EAT

FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 1 0 may choose any
item on our Child's menu. absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

runner-up money with a 20-fish
limit weighing 28.66 pounds.
Paducahans David Reed and
Mike Boatwright, winners of the
1988 version of the same tournament with what was then an alltime Crappiethon record weight,
came up short of victory this goround, finishing third with a limit
eighing 28.48 pounds.
Max Gore and Kenneth Bucy-,
both of Benton, were fourth with a
limit weighing 26.49 pounds. Jim
Moore of Trezevant, Tenn., and
Brent Mood:: of Huntingdon.
Tenn., teamed up to catch 20 fish

and 25.83 pounds, good for fifth
place. Grey Myers of Kuttawa and
George Warren of Sebree joined
forces to sack a limit weighing
24.95 pounds and snare slit' place.
The biggest single crappie
weighed in was a 2.80-pound fish
caught by Hank Riley of Union
City, Tenn. That heavyweight
earned Riley a $1,165 big fish pot.
Runner-up in the big fish category
was Gary Hohman of Murray, who
boated a slab crappie weighing
2.35 pounds.
A total of 220 two-angler teams
.00k to the water.

MSU to sponsor workshop
on making career changes
after teaching profession
"Is There Life After Teaching? A
Guide To Career Change" is the topic
of a workshop to be offered Thursday,.
evening, April 19,in the Curris Center
at Murray State University.
The three-hour session scheduled
to begin at 6:30 p.m. in the Barkley
Room is designed to help teachers
develop strategies to follow new
career directions — outside the classroom.
Using a combination of lecture,
discussion and roleplays, the workshop prepares participants to: assess
skills, interests and preferences as the
first step of making a career change;
analyze the job outlook in the area of
interest; network way to new career
opportunities; and develop a personal
career strategy that includes goals and
a realistic implementation plan.
Constance Alexander and Roy Davis will conduct the workshop; both
are former teachers who have successful careers in other fields. Alexander is a former AT&T executive and
presently is the president of INTEX
Communication, a marketing and
management firm. Davis is director of
the Clara Eagle Art Gallery and
assistant professor of art.
The fee for the workshop is $15 per
person.

Toys and child
choking deaths
L
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How to tell if a toy is safe
The Consumer Product Safety Commission had designed this simple
device to test the safety of toys or other articles for children under age 3.
It is available in some toy stores.
Any object that fits entirely within the cylinder
is small enough to be a choking hazard.

Passes

11 4" diameter

Fads

Anyone who would like additiona,
information or to register for the
workshop may contact the Center for
Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach at 762-4229 or 1-800-6697654 (from outside Calloway
County).
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Babbage audit reports county
transferred $38,391 to PVA
State Auditor Bob Babbage has
released the audit ofCalloway County
Property Valuation Administrator
Charles Hale for the period of July 1,
1989 through November 30, 1989.
The audit was of the assets, liabilities and fund balance arising from
cash transactions in the office.
At the close of the period, a total of
$38,391 had been transferred to the
incoming PVA, the report shows.
The report shows the fiscal court
was to provide $13,467 for the operation of the PVA office for the period
audited and that a balance of S6,737
of that amount was due the PVA as of
November 30, 1989.
Babbage explained that the state

29

36
42

auditor was required to assess the
accounting principles used and to
evaluate the overall financial statement presentation.
The 1988 General Assembly assigned the responsibility for performing audits of Kentucky's PVAs to the
Auditor of Public Accounts.
"The loss of Federal Revenue Sharing programs has forced many units of
local government to look for alternate
ways to meet their budgets and to
continue to provide established services," Babbage said.
Investing all possible funds into
interest earning accounts is one option
many counties are using to enhance
their revenues, he noted.

"The public demands accountability from their elected officials and
for the use of their tax dollars. One of
the major assignments of the Auditor's office is to review, report and do
all we can to ensure that Kentucky.
taxpayers' funds are used wisely and
honestly," Babbage said.
Noting that many county governments use the state auditor's report as a
planning and budgeting guide, Babbage said that up-to-date information
is essential.
"Our office is at current status A ilh
all county government audits for the
first time in years," Babbage said.
"Increased calls to the Auditor's
KY-ALERT line reflects the increased attention the public is paying
to the needs of government and to
financial accountability by elected
officials and government managers. •
as falling from a ladder, is an unusual Babbage commented.
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Controlling heart strain with drugs
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

"Thelast
old mowercut
wasthe costofa
new Snapper"

DEAR DR. GOTT. I'm a 61-yearold male with mild hypertension and
cardiac arrhythmia. I'm on Tenormin
and Norpace. My symptoms do not occur all the time, yet I remain on the
medication. Can you give me any information on these conditions?
DEAR READER: Hypertension.
even if mild, can lead to heart strain
and cardiac arrhythmia(irregular and or rapid pulse).
As a general rule, arrhythmias are
easier to prevent than to treat. For
this reason, your doctor has given you
Norpace (disopyramide). a drug that
regulates the heartbeat If taken regularly. under the doctor's supervision.
Norpace should help control your
heart rate and reduce the tendency to
arrhythmias.
In addition, your physician has
made a good choice with Tenormin
(atenolol), a beta-blocking drug that
both lowers blood pressure and helps
stabilize the heartbeat. The combination of Norpace and Tenormin is, I
think, appropriate in your case.
Unless you regularly check your
own blood pressure. you will not know
whether or not it is under control. Hypertension has been termed the silent killer" because it does not commonly cause symptoms. Therefore. I
encourage you to continue your therapy, even though you may not experience symptoms. -

--or

Arrhythmias can cause problems if
the heart beats too fast
too irregularly — for too long. Thus, prevention is the ticket. Stay with your
present program and follow your doctor's instructions.
To provide you with additional information. I am sending you a free
copy of my Health Report -Hypertension." Other readers who would like a
copy should send $1.25 with their
name and address to P.O. Box 91369.
Cleveland. OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT. I'm a 32-yearold male who experienced an 8-foot
fall from a ladder. I developed avascular necrosis in both hips and underwent total left-hip replacement.
Should I be concerned about spreading of the necrosis? Recently. I've experienced a grinding pain in my right
shoulder. What's the possibility of other joints in my body being affected?
DEAR READER: Avascular necrosis is a serious affliction in which joint
cartilage and bones become deprived
of a blood supply and wither. This results from damage to the microcirculation (tiny blood vessels supplying
oxygen and nutrients to cartilage and
bone).
Avascular necrosis is a common
consequence of certain blood disorders, such as sickle cell disease, when
blood cells lose their normal round
shape and become wedged in capillaries. blocking circulation Injury, such

••••••••
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During All American Trading Rear Engine Riders are
Days your local Snapper
serious cutting machines
dealer will cut at least $200 designed to tackle
off the regular price of any tough lawns in comfort
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Jesus cares for you.
Revival Services
Grace Baptist Church
617 South 9th Street
Murray, Kentucky

Billy Walker,
Evangelist

Robert N. Johnson,
Pastor
753-7599

Batesville, Arkansas

4e/i,
0

753-2571 or 753-4110
Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5:00 Sat.

Worship with us

April 8-13
7

p.m. Nightly

Nursery ander nsportation Availsible

cause of avas('ular necrosis Such
trauma is believed to block circulation when tat cells from the bone
marrow are released into the bloodstream and interrupt blood flow

I believe that whatever damage
you experienced took place at the
time of the accident, you needn't worry about further ayascular necrosis.
which does not spread Nonetheless, if
both hips are involved, vou may eventually need a right-hip replacement,
too.
The condition is not likely to have
occurred in your shoulders because
they are not weight-bearing joints.
Therefore. I suggest you check with
your doctor to discover the cause of
the "grinding pain-, this could be due
to bursitis inflammation of the joint
covering)or by tendmit is(irritation of
the shoulder tendons'
H •`A-!WPM-

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M D

Read the
want ads daily

The KY-ALERT program offers a
toll-free line (1-800-KY-ALERT)for
cititens to use if they suspect waste.
mismanagement or fraud in the use of
their tax dollars. Babbage explained.
Citizens also call to make positive
suggestions or improvements in government or to make money-saving
ideaN. he said.
Babbage created a new division in
the Auditor's office, the Public Integrity Unit, in keeping with his program theme of "Erase Waste". During
its tw o years in operation,the integrity.
unit investigated allegations of fraud
and mismanagement. several of
Which have been brought to court and
others are awaiting legal action.
Babbage also noted the responsibilities of the office of Auditor of
Public Accounts have increased substantially during the past two years.
The General Assembly in 1988 assigned the responsiffility for auditing
the cash transactions of Kentucky's
120 Property Valuation Administrators to the Auditor's office. The office
was assigned the responsibility for
oversight of the Kentucky Lottery
audits, was asked to conduct a management study of Kentucky schools
and to review and recommend improvezents in state purchasing practices.
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New Diet Product Passes
Pharmaeist's Test
WASHINGTON -- Before offering a revolutionary new diet product
to his customers, a Wilmington,
North Carolina pharmacist put the
product to his own test. In a documented statement, the pharmacist
said "after using the product FOOD
SOURCE ONE I did not have the
desire to nibble. I took FOOD
SOURCE ONE in the morning and
at lunch and did not get hungry. In
the evening I ate my usual meal and
as a result I lost 14 pounds in 15
days.
In a separate report, after lighting a weight battle for twelve years,
a Daytona Beach, Florida woman,
on the recommendation of her
physician used the product and lost
30 pounds. She stated, -not only
have I lost thirty pounds, but my
cholesterol has dropped from 232 to
143. I have two closets full ofclothes
that have not fit me in two years
which I can now wear. This product
is very easy to take and I feel good. I
now have one daughter and two

54

sons-in-laws who also decided to go
with the plan. Thank you for a
product that in my opinion is a real
aid to dieters"
Developed by National Dietary
Research, FOOD SOURCE ONE
packs the balanced nutrition of a
meal into a compact tablet. FS-1
makes you feel full like you just got
up from the dinner table, but without the calories. FS-1 works by
mimicking the food assimilation
process, due in part to the special
mechanism by which FS-1 works to
decrease body weight called nutribonding.
FOOD SOURCE ONE is unlike
any other product on the market
and is available only through physicians and pharmacists. FS-1 is not a
drug and contains only natural ingredients known to be safe. Physicians and pharmacists are praising
FOOD SOURCE ONE as a natural,
drug free alternative for the treatment of obesity.

ASK YOUR PHARMACIST
AVAILABLE AT:

HOLLAND DRUG COMPANY
109 South Fourth St.

753-1462
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Mapplethorpe's photo exhibit
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CINCINNATI (AP) — Several
hundred people lined up to set an
exhibition of Robert Mapplethorpe's photographs after a federal
judge prohibited police from seizing the pictures or closing the
show.
The patrons formed a line Sunday that wrapped around the corner
of a downtown block. They
cheered loudly when workers from
the Contemporary Arts Center
announced the judicial protections
won during an unusual Sunday
hearing.
"I thought it would be closed
before I got a chance to see it,"
said Elizabeth McClure, a dental
hygienist. "I think it's absurd that
they're trying to regulate what we
as the public can see."
The public will be allowed to see
the entire 175-photograph exhibit
while the question of whether
seven of the pictures are obscene is
fought in court.
U.S. District Judge Carl Rubin
granted the art center an order Sunday morning that prevents authorities from confiscating any photographs. The center and its director
were indicted Saturday on obscenity charges over seven photos that
show naked children or homoerotic
scenes.
Rubin's order prevents city and
county authorities from interfering
with the exhibition while the case
is prepared for trial in state court.
The center's lawyers hailed the
ruling.
"We got everything we wanted
out of this hearing," lawyer H.
Louis Sirkin said.
The exhibit opened Saturday
morning and was temporarily
closed a few hours later when the
arts center and director Dennis Bar-
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Tuesday, April 10
Paris Road Homemakers Club
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
South Murray Homemakers Club
will meet at 11 a.m. at Golden
Corral.
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Junior voice recital of Jeff Holden will be at 6:45 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.
Murray State University 'Brals
baseball team will play St. Louis at
Reagan Field.
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Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850.
Group III of CWF of First
Christian Church will meet at 7:30
p.m. at home of Kathy Perkins.
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Open house for class of 1994
will be at 7 p.m. at Murray High
School.
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Murray High School Baseball
Team will host Lone Oak; Triangular Track Meet will be at Murray
State University; Softball Team
will play at 4 p.m. at Marshall
County High School; Tennis Match
will be at 3:30 p.m. at Calloway
High.
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by a Hamilton
County grand jury. Patrons were
told to leave while police videotaped the display under protection
of a search warrant. The exhibit
was reopened about an hour later.
The center refused the request of
county Prosecutor Arthur Ney Jr.
to voluntarily remove the seven
photographs that grand jurors
found objectionable. Ney made a
veiled threat of more action in a
few days if the photographs
remained in place, and wouldn't
rule out confiscation.
Rubin agreed to the emergency
hearing requested by the arts center, which argued that it would be
irreparably harmed if police confiscated photos or closed the show.

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
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Holy Eucharist will be at 5 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church.
Murray congregation of Jehovah's Witnesses will be at 7:30
p.m. at Kingdom Hall.

-c

United Methodist Churches will
have special Holy Week service at
7:30 p.m. at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
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Events at First United Methodist
Church will be Mothers' Morning
Out at 9 a.m.; Holy Week service
at 12:05 p.m.; Children's Council
at 6:45 p.m.; Worship Committee
at 7 p.m.
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Circles of First United Methodist
Church will meet as follows:
WAters/ Doran with E. King and
Tucker/Frost with K. Dunn at 9:30
a.m.
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Poplar Spring Baptist Church
will have a pizza party for youth
and young single adults, ages 13
and up, at 5:45 p.m. prior to revival
at 7 p.m. with special music from
Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
Baptist Church will meet at 1:30
p.m. at church.
Eva Wall Group of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at 2 p.m.
at Fern Terrace Lodge.

‘ii4
ii-A,4414.
TIMEIMITWITIETO
NtU5T FEE(' THESE CAT5 F154-4 AT

ONCE. OR,. KILL THEM BEFORE
THEY PE5TROY ALL THE 0714ER
ANiMAL5.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m.; CARE at 6:30 p.m.
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Estelle Gray with Elvie Billington
at 9 a.m.; Rebecca Whittaker with
Thelma Parker at 2 p.m.; Louella
Beddoe with Linda Stockton at 7
p.m.
Senior citizcns' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center.
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Notice

J Ft; NI NOTICE
West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation announc
es that It is
making an application for a loan from the Rural Electrifi

cation Administration
(REA) which will provide for the construction and upgrading4af
telephone
lines and service drops within its service area in the following exchang
es and
counties in Kentucky and Tennessee:
Cunningham
Fancy Farm
Lowes
Folsomdale
Westplains
Sedalia
Farmington
Lynnville
Wingo
Fairdealing
Hardin
Kirksey
Lynn Grove
New Concord
Hazel
Cottage Grove
Puryear
Cypress

County, Kentucky
County, Kentucky
-Graves County, Kentucky
-Graves County, Kentucky
-Graves County. Kentucky
-Graves CoUnty, Kentucky
Graves County. Kentucky
-Graves County Kentucky
-Graves County, Kentucky
Marshall County. Kentucky
-Marshall County, Kentucky
-Calloway County. Kentucky
Calloway County, Kentucky
-Calloway County. Kentucky
-Calloway County, Kentucky
Henry County, Tennessee
-Henry County, Tennessee
-Henry County, Tennessee
Carhsle
-Carlisle

if

It is planned to provide new and improved toll circuit arrangem
ents with the
connecting company, and generally provide upgrading
facilities for all
existing subscribers. This upgrading will require cable supplem
ent and/or
replacement along with remote electronic equipment.
Since buried cable is utilized throughout these eighteen exchang
es (systems).
there is no adverse effect on the environment. When new buried plant
is placed
the right-of-way will be restored immediately and all efforts
will be given to
retain the natural beauty of the area. Any replacement or
rebuilding of facilities
in the towns will improve the overall appearance of the utilities
considerably.
Additional information on the proposed construction may be obtained
from
the borrower's engineer, Central Associated Engineers, Inc.. 446
East High
Street; Lexington, Kentucky 40507-2210, or by telephoning (606)23
1-9831.
Comments on the environmental aspects of the proposed construc
tion should
be submitted in writing to the Engineer at the above address within
30 days of
the publication cf this notice. A copy of all comments received
will be sent to
the Rural Electrification *Administration for its independent
evaluation

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone a tract of
land located at 704,7(16 & 708 Poplar from R 3 (Multi-Family) to B-3 (Central
Business District).
A public hearing will be held on •I'ilesday, April 17, 1990 at 700 p.m. in the
Council Chambers, City Hall, Second Floor AN interested persons are invited
to attend. A description follows:
A 1.733 acre tract of land located on the north side of Poplar Street between 7th
Street and 8th Street in the City of Murray, and being more particularly
described as follows;
Beginning at a iron pin on the north right-of-way of Poplar Street, 166.1 feet,
more or less, west of the centerline of Seventh Street, and being the southeast
corner of the herein described tract of land and the southwest corner of the
Robert James Stubblefield. et al, property:
thence, South 86' 37' 40- West 185.80 feet along the north right-of-way of
Poplar Street to an iron pin at the southeast corner of the Tremon P.
Farris property:
thence, North 01° 15' 49- West - 413.97 feet with the east boundary of the
Farris property and the H. T. Waidrop property to an iron pin at the
southwest corner of the Catherine Purdom;
thence. North 86° 03' 12" East - 178.33 feet with the boundary of the Purdom
property and the Parker Ford property to a point;
thence, South 02' 18' 14- East - 415.55 feet to the point of beginning
Deed reference: Deed Book 105. Page 301
Deed Book 125. Page 398
Deed Book 12, Page 114
Deed Book 156, Card 1576
Deed Book 156, Card 2175
If furtherinformation is needed, please contact the Department of Planning ai
Engineering at 762-0330.
Robert Dunn, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

Mac Fitts
Department of Planning & Engineering

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone a tract of
land located behind 807 and 809 Coldwater Road from R-2(Residential) to B-2
(Highway Business).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday. April 17, 1990 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Council Chambers, City Hall, Second Floor. All interested persons are invited
to attend. A destription
A 2.312 acre tract of land located west of Kentucky Highway 121 and north
of
College Farm Road in the City of Murray, Kentucky, and being
more
particularly described as follows.
Beginning at a point 226.62 feet, more or less, west of the west side
of Kentucky
Highway 121, and being the northeast corner of the herein describe
d tract of
land, and the south boundary of the Mitch and Shelia Ward property
and the
north boundary of the Jack and Mildred Wiud property;
thence. South 03° 42' 48" East 268.95 feet to a point at the northeas
t
Corner of the Johnny Parker property .
thence, South 86° 17'12" West 370(10 feet with the north boundary of the
Parker property. the Danny Brituan property, the John Lee
property, the S. S Turnbow property, and the Randall Kursave
property to a iron pin in the east boundary of the William Camp
property;
thence. North 07° 29' 50" A'est - 263 33 feet with the cast boundary
of the
Camp property, the Mary Ellen Smith property, the David Garland
property, and the Jerry Camp property to a iron pin at the southwest
corner of the Joe Sledd property;
thence. North 85 22' 15" East - 387.43 feet with the south boundar
y of the
Sledd property, the Gerry Joe Puckett property. the Newell
Hopkins property, and the Ward property to the point
of beginning.
Deed Reference: Deed Book 154, Card 458 •
Deed Book 154. Card 2588.
If further information is needed, please contact the Department of Planning
and
Engineering at 762-0330.
Robert Dunn, Chairman
NIurray Planning Commission

Mac Fitts
Department of Planning

Engineering
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090
270

Situation
Wanted
INDUSTRIAL electrician or
construction electrician
Experience required Start
ing salary $25,000 Corn
mensurate with ability
Send resume to PO Box
1912. Murray. Ky 42071
LPN position for physi
can s office Applicant
must have excellent communication skills Competitive benefit package Send
resume and references to
P0 Box 1040H Murray.
KY 42071

worst

'Egad Vikings' And they mean business'

3
7..r bat:), the finest
gift Please call this gentle
losing professional couple
who will ;ova and cherish
your white newborn Legal/
medical expenses paid
Call Sandi Randy collect
516-474-1342
GRANDMA Millers Bake
Shop at Rolling Hills
Nursery on North 12th St
Open Tuesday through Satu r da y
9-5 30pm
759-9536

Chuck's Music
Center
1411 Main
7534882
8Pril iGuitar
National
Month
15% Off on all
Guitars In Stock.
Trade in Old Case
for 25% Discount.
LIVE Easter rabbits Also
breeding stock in dwarfs,
iops, and Dutch Cages of
all sizes 753-3723

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree informa
tion call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
.

.<1,
'"

$5 000 GOLD CARD No
tJrndovvr,$) No deposit
needed Cash advancesl
Also fast easy VISA/MC,
no deposit) Free info'
1 800 i677-5103, anytime

Retail Space
Available In
Bel-Air Center
Call 753-4751
After 5 pm. 7534439

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a lob? A
GED' Hope for the future'?
You may qualify if •
do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTP A
Call J TPA Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
8a m -11 30a m

NEED someone to work
full time in produce/stock
department, 40 hours a
week Apply in person at
D&T Warehouse Foods
CARPETS Dirty? Rent 623 S 4th St. Murray
Host 'Dry" Carpet Cleaner
Blacks Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St. Murray
PROFESSIO
PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography, 753-8809
rVISA OR MASTER CARD! Even If bank•
rupt or bad credit! We
Guarantee you a card
or double your money
back. Call 1-805.682.
7555 EXT. M-1414.
Ica!! 7 days a week)
VIDEO DATING Including
Murray. Paducah, Benton,
Mayfield
Confidential..
names exchanged only via
mutual consent For details
send self-addressed
stamped envelope to Personalized Video Systems,
PO Box 1911. Murray, Ky.
42071
no
Help
Wanted
$500-$1500 WEEKLY, process phone orders at
home 5089912009 ext
L 2
Call between
9arn-4pm
EXPERIENCED grill cook
and baker wanted Send
resume to PO Box 1040,J,
Murray, Ky 42071

Slim Down
While You
Fatten Your
Pocketbook
Phoenix offers a great oppor•
tunity for motivated individuals
to sell High Fiber, Low Fat, So
holesterol, All sistural Cookies, that will actually help you
lose weight. You won't believe
the Taste' send 12.111) for 2 oz.
sample and information on becoming a Representative.

Good Cookie Co.
P.O. Box 484
Paris, Tenn. 38242
901.642-6662
!sights, WeekencLs

NAL SALES
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY

NEED a husband? Home
repairs Mewing, hauling,
trimming References
753 2607

WANTED yards to mow in
town 759-9912
WILL do house cleaning
Call 753 7041
WILL mow
753-0098

lawns

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11, 1990
1 00 P IA — RAIN OR SHINE
WILLIAMS KY MART CONVENIENCE STORE
1 104 SOUTH 7TH STREET
HICKMAN, KENTUCKY
* 4, • LOOK • LOOK • LOOK * a •
Masterbilt Walk In Front Display Case Cooler,Iilocka CAL55R,
8 Doors False Front 22 118 'Extra Nice •
Masterbilt Upright Refrigerator w Sliding Door Nice
Masterbilt Display Glass Sliding Door Refrigerator w Lower
Storage Compartments "Extra Nice
Stainless Steel Hot Food Display Case Nice
Mastertilt 2 Door Display Chest Roach In ice Cream Freezor
With Slide Back Tops Nice
Lighted Display Cabinet
Manitowoc Ice Cuber Ice Machine
Three-Terrell Stainless Food Prep Tables
Kubota Digital Scales Model LA -310
Stainless Steel General Electric Slicer
PHI "Benny Penny Deep Fryer 15 Lb
Table Top Deep Fryer
Star Grill Top mope' 351
Sturdi Built Exhaust System
Commercial Popcorn Popper
Formica Covered Refreshment Center
Samsung Microwave
Sharp Security System. 2 Monitors. Screen
ARB Model 170 Cash Register
POMO Vault Drop Safe
kelvInator Refrigerator
GE Electric Range
Miscellaneous Pots, Pans, Dishes
Check Out Counter
I 2' Wall Unit Shelving
4 Base Add On Shelving
Metal Desk
Styrofoam Cups, Plates. Supplies

raisceiraniaous items
THIS IS CLEAN QUALITY MERCHANDISE!!
ALL ITEMS HAVE BEEN USED RECENTLY AND ARE
DISPLAYED AS THEY WERE USED FOR YOUR VIEWING!

COMPUTE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT
JIM OR AGNES WILLIAMS — 502-236-3968

JAMES R. CASH

'74. AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039 *
i SO2i 623-8466 or (so:- h:-. i•Afin
*
• THE SELLING MACH/NI

BOOK for sale A peace
within a self help book for
mentally ill A must for all
psychology students Written with an inside view A
clearly printed name and
address along with a
$20 00 money order or
cashier's check to Darlene
Colson 1335 Wilder #207
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
DP air sizer like new $125
753-8713

WANT TO BUY
OR SELL AVON?
Call 753-0232
or 753-1915

INSTRUCTION
'•
65 2, LEARN TO DRIVE
0
TRACTOR -TRAILER
ALLIANCE
nucropi•nuke! 1.1111040014.Is
111.41.1. FOIL11 PUMP
HiAbio
1-800-3344203
140

Want
To Buy

OF MURRAY
Phone
753-4961

LOOK in the attic basement closets for 12' G I
Joes Barbies Top prices
paid 436 5608

PART-TIME, possible fulltime help in convenient
store Must be honest and
dependable
Call
489 2150

MURRAY Recycling buying aluminum, copper, batteries. junk cars & scrap
iron All new prices, 40c
aluminum cans Will match
prices Aaoss horn Seven
Seas Home 753 0467
WANT to buy 79 & 80
model RM100 Suzuki Any
condition for parts
1-901-247-5737 after 5pm
WANT to buy TV tower in
good condition
Call
753 8625

FOR LEASE
This space available in Bel-Air Center. 3000
sq. ft. (former Pier 1 Location )
Call 753-4751
753-9439 after 5 p.m.

(AUCTION)
SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1990
00 A

— RAIPI OR SHINE

"THE MAYFIELD OPEN"
At The Fairgrounds
Hwy. 121 North

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
With Such Tremendous Baboons* 01 Boyars
And With ConsignOra Having To Bo Turned Awsy
In March We Will Be Back Al The Fairgrounds

ON APRIL 21st
Foe

Another Action Day 01 Auction Eiciternentl

CONSIGN TO THIS AUCTION NOW!!
Contact Jaime R Cash auction Company
To B. included kr, Our Nanonskode adraortHing Program
And Join The Thousands Thal Nara Had JAMS I CASH
Turn Thad Excess Equipment into CASell

CONSIGN NOW!! — WE HAVE THE BUYERS
This Auction Co War Moue Repo On Ti-,. Grounds
Thursday And Friday
April lath & 201h To Chock In YOW EquIposont

If You Still Haven't Found The Equipment You Need

THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY'
MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOWII
APRIL 21st, 900 A.M.

JAMES R. CASH

HITACHI limited AM FM
cassette with auto reverse
digital Orion 1600 RMS
Amp, Road Boss speakers
with horn Donnie Hutson
day 492 8515 after 4prn
759 9548

WATER heater round
electric 30 or 40gal
$129 99 Wallin Hardware
Downtown Paris Open all
day Saturdays

FOR SALE
Mulch, slabs and
sawdust. Pickup or
delivered
Located 641 North to
Stewart
Cemetery
Road on right.

McKnight &
Sons Sawmill
753-1132
753-5305

Appliances
WHITE GE electric stove
Good condition Must sell
Best offer Call 753-5904
after 5pm

6ft GRADER blade, $225
753-9842
COUNTRY brown eggs for
sale 94 East 2 miles from
town Weekdays after 5pm
CUSTOM built portable
utility buildings Metal or
wood, insulated or noninsulated You name size
and style, we build
1-901-782-3278

Business
Services
JOYCE Noel Tax Service
has moved to 915 Coldwater Road Call 753-6069 for
appointment Hodge, Noel
and Associates

Mobile
Homes For Sale
14 bath, 2BR, w her/
refrigerator, stove
water heater,
acres land
arn,
corn al
house,
garag
y on 464
acr
Church of
-6210 after 4pm
or
8357 and leave
message
14x70 28R 2 baths, partially furnished, completely
set-up including underpinning, extra nice, $9900
Can be seen 0-9 Coach
Estates Call 753-4954 after 3pm
1987 BUCCANEER 38R,
2 bath, central air, central
gas heat Partially furnished Must sell! May take
over payments if preferred
753-1932
1987 CAVALIER 3BR 2
bath built-in dishwasher,
icernaker, microwave, ste
reo Must be moved
759 9519
1989 14x52 MOBILE
Home All electric, 213R
stove and refrigerator included 437-4390
#1 in Tennessee #3 in the
United States For sales of
the 111 Home Sold in the
United States, 'Fleetwood Now in Parts Keith Baker
Homes - Lake Hwy We
will not be undersold"
1-800-748-9170
2BR mobile home, in Kemane Shores lot borders
TVA Excellent condition.
Call 436-2289

EXCELLENT used carpet,
beige plush, 150sq yds.
Great for cabin or rental
properly
Best offer
753-5664

ARE you looking for a
beautiful home that is easily
affordable and built to last'?
Call 1-800-748-9170 loc
ally call 644-0012 ask for
Ed Amery

NEW and used furniture for
sale 'cheap' Call
COME see us
'The
753-2922 and ask for Neal
Largest Inventory in the
area Keith Baker Homes
Inc Lake Hwy Pans, Tn
14-16-24-28-wide homes
1 - 8 00 - 7 4 8 9 1 7 0
2-ROW tobacco set set Fleetwood-North River
ters 3-12in plows, 4-16in Franklin-full sales Service
plows Sit bushhog mower free set-up 'We will not be
undersold •
435-4301
FORD tractor with a front
end loader, $3200
753-1152 or 753-3526
FOR sale 245 M

guson

Ppnyent

turniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned

2BR FRAME house large
kitchen 1 bath 1 acre lot
with storage building Located on 641 South
$27,500 OBO 753-7046

IhnneSellers

1984 CHEVY dually bed
tool boxes filth wheel hookup. $500 5hp air compressor, 80gal tank. $200,
Lincoln 225amp AC welder,
$50 753-1419 or after
5pm, 759-1132

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience
'Accident
'Civil
PROM dress size 8, worn •Personal or Corporate
once Strapless black with 'Missing Persons. Your
black sequins on top and needs, our specialty Call
white lace ruffles on bot- Confidential Investigations,
tom 435-4144 days, (502)753-2641
437-4074 nights
PROM dress black satin,
lace trimmed, double skirt,
floor length, size 3.
489-2612

2 OR 3 bedroom furnished
or unfurnished Some new

Miscellsnocus

RENT TO OWN! Storage
buildings, rent to own
Some restrictions Acree
Portable Buildings, Mayfield, KY, 502 247 7831

MARINE starting batteries
85amp $39 99, Marine
trolling batteries 105arnp,
$49 99 Wallin Hardware
Downtown Paris, TN Open
all day Saturday's

Motile
Homes For Rent

16. ACRES of prime development property overlook- LARGE improved lot
ing country club golf Johnny Robertson Rd
course Includes main high- 753-9302
way frontage Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222

Shady Oaks 753 5209

LAWN Chief power riding
lawn mower, manual start
24- cut. 5hp bought in 1989
Selling because of illness
759-4869
MOWER blades over 400
sizes in stock 30in Snapper blade $6 99. Snapper
68in. belt $5.99, Snapper
drive disc $4 49 Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris.

12x65 GRANDVILLE
trailer 2BR, 2 bath, reasonably pciCed 759-1322 or
489-2733

240

PRINTED caps 12 dozen
$2 each, 6 dozen $250
each, at Faye's 753-7743

155

Len

FOR Sale 100 watt Mar
shall amplifier head 1 year
old Channel switching
$600 or best otter Call
759-1081 after 6pm

1-0 9 5 Johnson and tank
$325 GMC grill and tailgate piece '79-80 GMC
436-2471.

TILLERS, 5hp Briggs &
ANTIQUES by the piece o
Stratton engine, chain
collections Call 753-9433
drive. $299 99. Wallin
after 5pm
Hardware Downtown Paris.
BUYING aluminum cans, Open all day Saturdays.
battery, scrap metal. cop- TWIN beds
with springs
per and junk cars KGA and mattress, matching
Recycling 492-8183 days chest of drawers
Like new.
498-8785 nights
753-7977

FULL and part time stock
help needed Apply at
Owens Food Market

, @'U1.1AUiCT10ND

1985 54 hp Arens riding
mower, very good condi
non, $400 6x13 flatbed
trailer with 3 tool boxes and
drop tail, $400 Call
492-8254 after 5pm

If your yard is growing & in
need of mowing call Mark 1989 WOODS commercial
& Shawn they'll take care mower with 241 hours on it
of your lawn Call M&G Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61 - mower deck
Complete Glass Co
437-4171
753-0180, 753-2798

Instruction

TOYOTA

CUSTOM tilling with Troy
bill tiller Any size garden
$20 and up 436-5259

MOVING cleaning out
house or sheds. used or
antique furniture glass,
tools quilts One piece or
house full 642-6290.
492 8594 after 6pm

Refer

110

Toyota of Murray is looking for highly motivated
women and men to join
their professional sales
staff This unique sales
career opoonunity offers
unlimited earnings paten
tall If you are seriously
interested in making more
money while enjoying a
rewarding career in proles
sional sales, please apply
in person. Monday througr)
Friday. 1000 am to 41::C
pm
See Chad Cochran at
Toyota of Murray No
ohone calls. please

WENDY'S is now hiring day
help May apply at the
store Daily, between
2pm-4pm Ask for Oscar

GENERAL house and of
lice cleaning References
supplied 753 4897 or
753 6737

DISTRIBUTORSHIP- High
volume route for sale in
Murray, Average income
$28,000 to $53,000 Plus
Part time to full time Sell for
$24,500 Cash
Call
1-800-733-5650 or
1-800-277-5650

•Guaranteed weekly Salary
plus Commission
•Full Time Scheduled
Hours
.Sell the Number One Import Toyota
.Prior Automotive Sales
Experience Not Necessary
•Extensive In-House Training Program
•Medical and Lie Insur
ance Benefits

515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

MobIle
Homes For Salo

EXPERIENCED house
keeper has opening available References available
Call 753-7161

HOUSEKEEPING
ences 753 2607

C

EASTER SPECIAL- 14x80
North River 313R. 2 bath,
super nice $18,995 00
1-800-748-9170 ask for
JR

EXTRA Nice - 1981 mobile
home 2BR. all electric
$6,895 00
Call
MASSEY FERGUSON 50 (901)644-0012 Ask for
Good condition Call Larry
492 8566 after 5pm
MUST Sell - 1983 14x60
Mountainbrook mobile
210
home 28R, 1 bath. all appliances, underpinning, at
Firewood
condibon unit, and front
porch, $10,200 Call
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4418 after 5pm
437-4667
USE your deed for no cash
OAK Firewood seasoned
down payment '4 acre &
or green $30 delivered
up Keith Baker Homes
753-5476
Lake hwy 79 Paris
WOOD for sale 436-5481 1-800-748-9170

2 BEDROOM duplex with
carport, washer/dryer hookup $325/m01 plus deposit
No pets 753 4487
2BR duplex $285/mo
759-4406
BRAND new 28R brick duplex on Southwood Dr Carport storage, lawn care
$450/mo Call 753-7618
LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back Coleman
RE 753-9898
NEAR university. Apartment with 2 large bedrooms, large livingroom
Roomy kitchen has range,
refrigerator, dishwas'ler &
disposer Washer-dryer
hookup Bath with snower
& tub Ample closet space.
Fully carpeted $250 deposit. $250 month 759-1313
9am to 5pm, Monday thru
Friday
NEW 2BR house size
apartment Low utilities.
central gas heat/air, appliances furnished Deposit
required
$375/mo
753-8828
NICE 2 bedroom duplex
Central HA,all appliances
furnished Coleman RE,
753 9898
NICELY- furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment 1-3BR
house. 1 48R house, both
near MSU Days 753 6111,
after 4 30pm, 753-0606

3BR house in Dexter Available now $165/mo, deposit
required 753 6420. after
5pm
4BR central gas heat/air,
$390 per month plus deposit 753-9981
NICE 2BR house with full
basement and garden spot
Call after 6pm 489 2534
SMALL 2BR house on
large lot, 8 miles east of
Murray Available April 15
Call Linzy Beane
436-2582
380
Pets
& Supplies

Realty

505 SOUTH 12TH
753 0375
SHOW YOUR
OWN HOME AND
SAVE 50% IN
COMMISSIONS
CALL FOR FREE
LIST OF
PROPERTIES

2BR brick house 1 acre o
ground, more if wanted
30'x30 block shop is 2
years old Other small
buildings Cherry Corner
area $42,000 Call
759 1967 after 6pm
3500sq ft 1 story brick at
1306 Doran Rd. lrv, din.
den wNault ceil & wd
burn fp 3 full baths. 3
todrms w/dress area, exercise & Jacuzzi rm 7 closets.
Ig kit & breakfast area
%xi/pantry, laund rm , Ig 2
car garage, Ig attractive
brick & quarry tile patio. Ig
lot (150x225') phone
753-0335 after 600 P M
3BR. 2 bath brick. 1 owner
home with walkout basement, large family room
with wood burning stove,
nice tiled patio, gourmet
kitchen 2250sq ft living
area on nice quiet street in
convenient location Low
utilities 753-2206

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

A

W PAUL DAIL I Y

_a

BROKER

NEW Condominiums For
Sale . 3 bedrooms. 2 baths,
1,380sq ft plus garage, all
appliances included plus
many other extras For
more information phone
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222.

taPOSsESSED VA & IWO
HOMES available from government from SI you repair
SOO treat check. Also drug
seizures and IRS foreclosures
sold for hack taxes. Call I-1105all2-7155 EXT 11-2325 for repo
your aria.
'tall 7 days a week)

753-0375
505 S. 12th St.
SAVE THOUSANDS!!f
lielping sellers sell for
S1,500 Cherk %kith us vhen
siou are thinking of selling
your
property
751-0375
fliomeSellers
LOOKING FOR A LOT?
'Ile hest lots a%ailable nght
next to riateshorough
S10.75Il -A great value'
llomeSellers
753-0175
BRICK ON N.I6T11 ST
Ah..1 . I ha Brick vith nev.
gaSpdll central unit ChAner
emits offer
$44.400
9051 N lath Si 7S1 1042
RID. I.01'S IN HAZEL.
C, I ots in center of I laze! Allh
Artier ..k: %esker S1,500
ea.h or all 1) 1..r SIA111101
- 5511.17C
40 AC OF FARMLAND!
I sing p.oed road frontage
('ould he do.ided into SMAller
!IASI, SNIIII per As
Dr
I N niglas KJ 416 2165

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County Look down on
Benton's Iightsi Deer and
wild turkey. $62,500 Joe
W Nanney, 753-9622
MUST Sacrifice' 5 lots in
lake area Chipwood Es
tates $4000 owner will finance 703-894-5236
UNIVERSITY Hgts Development, N 16th St , 96 lots
on 29 ac Consider like-kind
trade for lake frontage
$203,000 753-4065

HILLSIDE RETREAT?
Itilt mile from Maier Mobile
.rile in nhe arta ulth treated
dc-, 1,,
Sit.Si El
Pi necrest
Resort 751.6516
LAKEFRONT

1.01'-

Ilmiles from Murrak Pased
road, gradual slope.deep
saatery.ell skater to lot ("all
...viler S'6,50rt 'Si 2'21

MULTIPLE
PROERTI ES.
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LISTED

3BR, 2 bal
large great
gas heat,
side Oaks
753-5691

507 WHIT!
1 bath, fe
newly decc
to $39,90
7S3-4801.

EXCELLE1
story Nor
brick, on w
at 1523
taws. L.R.
room, 2A
open brei
den with
utility room
extras Lcri
garage Ci

HOUSE a
2BR upetai
into 2 mor

NEW 3BR,
house with
mal tying a
Martin He
and style c
day! Call
753-3104

NICE 3BR,
remodeled
and windo
sell 753-2

SPACIOUS
room brick
lot in Cant
L.R., DR
burning fit
fast, Lg fcn
car garage
to sell PI
between
753-0914 ;

WOULD yo
the lake or
weekends i
the lake? II
bath low
home withi
air awaits
ing distar
beach and
iced in mi
753-122:
Realty.

1978 HONI
torcycle w
Good co
753-3114,

1982 750 Y
Mint c:onditi
new custc
new loathe
bags, nevi
rumbler ei
753-7585

Call Paul Dailey sshen you
need assistame vith real
....tate tonlearls A: s los'n gs
MMPIRIPPIlolmMeM=i

1982 VIR)
miles, exa
$1100 or wi
for truck,?

of PROPERTIES

1983 HONE
11.000 r
753-9832

Or

IS

4 MONTH old Shih Tzu, ful
blooded, AKC registered,
shots Phone 762-2613
days 753-0914 nights
AKC black and silver German Shepherd pups Taking deposits Ready April
13 901-644-1201
AKC Registered Poodle
puppies $125 437-4785
AKC registered female
Cocker Spaniel puppy, 9
months old Call after 5pm
753-2322
PUG puppies in time for
Easter 502 527 8907

50 ACRE farm for sale with
corn, oat, and wheat bases
Includes pond with fenced
area for horses, plus great
building site Located on
Cherry Corner Rd
$38,500 Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222
BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651,
489-2266

°1161"g
v ri
r li
alio;

1g

Location and Value
Both are yours in this new listing at 1708 Melrose.
Good living space with 3 bedrooms & 2 baths make
this a good buy at $81,500.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

Well-ma
city
back yar
attic stc

753-1=2

Job Shop Machinist
Wanted
Pay up to $13.00 per hour. 10 paid
holidays per year. Paid vacation: 1
year=1 week, 2 years=2 weeks, 5
years=3 weeks. Insurance paid
100% major medical & disability.
Quraterly bonuses. Day shift only.

Here it i
furnace,
20's.

Call 1-502-247-0501
711 11

JCPenney
NOW INTERVIEWING FOR
HAIR STYLISTS
ULTRA MODERN STYLING SALON
Want to try a new way to work. Paid
Vacations...Paid
Holidays...MedicalDental-Life Insurance...Store Discount...Profit Sharing.. Excellent Salary Plus High
Commissions available to experienced Stylists with customer following in this area.

JCPenney

For personal, confidential interview,call JCPenney,Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center, 759-1400, for an
appointment to be scheduled on
April 10.
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3-SPEED Chevy transmission,$100 Late 70's model
350 V-8 engine, rure good,
$250 4-like new GT radials, raised white letters,
size P215/70SR 4-six lug
14 inch western type mag
507 WHITNELL Ave. 3BR, wheels Set, $300 firm
1 bath, fenced backyard, 489-2453
newly decorated Reduced
to $39,900 Call owner
asp
753-4801.
Wed
EXCELLENT condition 2
story Northern Colonial
1967 MUSTANG convertibrick, on wooded corner lot
ble, green, good condition
at 1523 Canterbury Es$6000 759-9963
tates. LR., DR., 4 bedroom, 2/i bath Lg foyer. 1972 DODGE Charger SE,
open breakfast, sunken 1988 Toyota pickup
den with fireplace, large 753-0789
utility room and many other
OLDSMOBILE,
extras. Low utlibes. 2 car 1973
58,000 miles, good car
garage Call 753-5677
753-1731
HOUSE and 3-4 acres,
2BR upstairs can be made 1974 CHEVELLE Malibu 4
door, 350 automatic $400
into 2 more 753-4026
753-9832
NEW 38R, 2 bath Colonial
house with formal and infor- 1974 PLYMOUTH Duster,
mal living areas Located in good dependable 2nd cat
Martin Heights Comfort $800 753-6519, after 5pm
and style can be yours to- 1976 CORVETTE Stinday! Call 753-3903 or gray red, beautiful car,
753-3104
body and motor in excellent
NICE 3BR, 1'/: story home condition. Like new tires
remodeled with gas heat Sacrifice for $6950
and window A/C Priced to 901-642-7635, after 4pm
sell, 753-2703.
1976 FORD LTD, clean,
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bed- runs good, $700 OBO
room brick located on large 1980 Camaro, clean, runs
$1800 OBO
lot in Canterbury Estates. good
L.R DR. Den w/wood 753-1104 after 3pm
burning fireplace, break- 1978 BOBCAT, automatic,
fast, Lg toyer, 2'/4 baths, 2 $595 Karonels Kars 318
car garage Owner anxious Eastwood Paris, Tenn
to sell Phone 753-8050 1-901 644 9451
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 pm
1988 NOVA • 4 door, autoWOULD you like to retire on matic, air, 37,000 miles.
the lake or spend carefree Karonel's Kars 318 Eastweekends and summers on wood Paris, Tenn.
the lake? If so, this 2BR, 2 1-901.644-9451.
bath low maintenance
home with central heat and 1988 OLDSMOBILE Caair awaits you Short walk- lais red, 4 door, 34,000
ing distance to private miles Factory warranty still
beach and boat ramp Pr- applies $7900. Karonel's
iced in mid 50's Phone Kars 318 Eastwood Paris,
753-1222, Kopperud Tenn 1-901-644-9451
Realty
1984 MERCURY Cougar, 2
door, black, 64,000 miles.
470
Was $4995, now $4400
Karonel's Kars 318 EastLbtortyclee
wood Paris, Tenn
1978 HONDA CX 500 mo- 1-901-644-9451
torcycle with windshield
1984 NISSAN Sentra, air,
Good condition Call
5-speed, 37 plus mpg
753-3114, after 5pm
753-3387
3BR, 2 bath, 2 car garage,
large great room, fireplace,
gas heat landscaped Beside Oaks Country Club
753-5691

1982 750 YAMAHA Virago
Mint condition 3000 miles,
new custom windshield,
new leather type saddlebags, new Harley style
rumbler exhaust $1600
753-7585
1982 VIRAGO 750, low
miles, excellent condition,
$1100 or will consider trade
for truck. 762-4003

=1.Mlb

Must sell'

1987 FORD Taurus GL
A/C, power windows,
$5500 901-642-2786
1988 CALIVER 4 door,
34,000 miles, automatic,
air Karonel's Kars 318
Eastwood Paris, Tenn
1-901-644.9451
1988 FORD Taurus GL
26,000 miles, maroon/
silver, 4 door, excellent
condition 753-7718 after
6pm
1988 MERCURY Topaz
GS burgundy exterior and
interior Automatic with air,
AM/FM cassette, 18,500
miles 753-2135

SE1741:1 CARS - Porsche,
BMW, Vette, erlt Trucks, boats,
4.seheelers, TV's, stereos, ruralist,. by Drug Earorceme•t
Agetary, FRI, IRS. labellersble
berples oa late models. A••II.
•ble your area sow C•8 1.103.
662.7555 EXT ('-11134.
1.11 7 days a
1989 DODGE-Shadow 4
door, factory warranty still
applies, $1995 Karonel's
Kars 318 Eastwood Parts
Tenn 1-901-644-9451
1989 K Car 4 door, 21,000
miles, factory warranty still
applies Karonel's Kars 318
Eastwood Paris, Tenn
1-901-644-9451
1989 Z-24 gray, loaded
with sunroof. Extra sharp
437-4074, 435-4144
2-1989 PLYMOUTH Acclaim: 4 door, low miles,
factory warranty still applies Karonel's Kars 318
Eastwood Paris, Tenn
1-901-644-9451
FOR Sale 1985 Escort, 2
door, A/C, AT, stereo,
$2700 Call Bob Wynn or
Candy Jensen at 753-4333
or 753-2975
FOR Sale 1985 Renault
Alliance Very clean and
well-maintained One
owner $1950 753-4658
NICE 1979 VW Rabbit
2-door with sunroof, 61,700
miles $1200 Phone
753-2234

1985 TEMPO GL, 61,000
miles Nice car 753-6063
1985 VOLVO GL, low
miles, excellent condition,
$9900 1984 Mazda GLC
excellent condition, auto,
air $2950 753-7027

1983 HONDA 750 Shadow, 1985 VW Golf 48xxx, AC,5
speed great stereo,
11,000 miles $600
MPG's Sharp 762-4324
753-9832
days 759-4038 night

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Financing On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

CARS
Well-maintained 3 BR, 1 1/2 bath brick just outside
city limits in Southwest area, City utilities, fenced
back yard, fruit trees, outside storage bldg., large
attic storage, central heat & air. Low 60's.

22

•11116

1985 CALAIS
753-9414

1986 MERCURY Cougar 2
door, 1 owner, 46,000
miles Was $6995. now
$6500 Karonel's Kars 318
Eastwood Paris, Tenn
1 901 644-9451

Call 753-7566

11

•
LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?
Here it is -- nice older home with new gas floor
furnace, attached garage on I acre lot. Priced in
20's.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify
for Medicare due to disability we offer
an excellent Medicare Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's Part B co-payment amount.
This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We also
pay 20% of the $75 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are paid in or out
of the hospital. The 1990 rate is
$50.53. per month if you do not have
diabetes or heart/circulatory trouble
and $56.04. if you do.
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
"free local claim service"

'88 Dodge Aries Wgn....'4987
'88 Ford Festiva L
'3987
'87 Chevy Eurosport Wgn'4987
'87 Ford Taurus V6
'4987
'87 Chevy Celebrity
'3987
'87 Plyrn. Horizon
'3987
'67 Olds Cutlass Clara '4987
'87 Ptyrn. Camelia SE.'4967
'86 Mustang LX
'4987
'3487
'86 Cavalier Wgn
'86 Mercury Lynx GS Wgn.'4487
86 Pontiac Sunbird _24967
'86 Chrysler LeBaron__ '4967
'85 Nissan Stanza_____ '4967
'64 Dstsun
'2967
'82 AIIC Eagle.
'2967
'81 Toyota Corolla
'2967

TRUCKS
'87 GAIC 515.
'4987
16 Dodge Ran Val 2505E '49137
'84 Dodge Van
'39/37
'82 Ford Van
____'3967
'81 Ford 350
'3987
'81 Ford Van
'3967
'77 Chewy Van
_ 12487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
we esii isseeridebie,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish or
reestablish their creak

Lore weedy Prevents
Other Loem ions
Peducah

SCP SJITIM1, Fir.idshJw
or Jon Irlp

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

ttget"

988 TAURUS GL, 58xxx
miles, V-6 437-4723

1981 FORD LTD wagon
loaded, high miles $1500
436-5600

1983 ALLIANCE automatic, air, 4 door Was $1995.
now $1395 Karonel's Kars
318 Eastwood Paris, Tenn
1-901-644-9451

1981 FORD Fairmont, 4
door, $1995 Karonel's
Kars 318 Eastwood Pans
Tenn 1 901 644-9451

1983 BUICK Skylark 4
door, automatic, air,
87,000, $2750 Karonel's
Kars 318 Eastwood Paris
Tenn 1 901 644 9451

1982 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royale, 1965 4 door
Malibu A/C, PB/PS, 327
cu in , 56.000 original
miles 759-1412 after 5pm

Open hi 6 p.m
Reggie Young
Aubrey Hatcher
Ch,,s BeedOn

Elkins
Chad Cochra^ Sa'Ps 1.1011

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
Phone

1984 CUTLASS Gera 4
door, automatic, air, 82,000
miles Karonel's Kars 318
Eastwood Paris, Tenn
1-901-644-9451

BLOCK & bock & concrlibig
finishing Driveways, porches new foundabons,and
chimney and repair work
753-5476

37 HOUSEBOAT, fiberglas hull, 350 Chevrolet 110,
5KW gen. Fully equipped,
marine video Air, Iv, microwave Call 436-2289

BUILDERS, homes additions. decks, pebos, framing, garages, barns,
fences, also backhoe work.
Twin Lakes Builders
759-1039 or 753-0563.
QUALITY child care in my
home We will read learn,
play, and have lots of adventures
Mon -Fri
$55/Week 753-4312
DUNCAN S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing? Or is
landscaping what you
need? Call 759-9706 for
free estimate
LICENSED for electric,
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

1977 DODGE Conversion
Van Auto transmission,
$2300 753-6625
1984 CHEVY Goodbmes
Presidential Van, 63,500
miles. Raised roof, double
air, TV, new tires. Asking
$10,500 753-9823 after
5pm

1977 FORD V. ton 4 whee
drive 759-1412 after 5pm
1978 CHEVY truck Good
condition 753-9865 after
4pm
1979 FORD F150, 302,
automatic, PS/PB, AC, new
steel belted radial tires, no
rust, new interior. Good
condition $1500 Call
474-2744

1987 FORD Bronco II Zimmer custom van package.
loaded $7900 753-1419
or after 5pm, 759-1132
1988 BRONCO II XLT V-6,
loaded, cassette tape,
white with blue interior,
22,500 miles, excellent
condition, aluminum
wheels 436-2242 after
5pm
JEEP CJ7 V8 motor,
48,000 miles
Call
492-8561
TERRIFIC TOYOTA
TRUCK' 1986 Toyota 4
wheel drive, blue interior
and exterior, air condi
boner, AM/FM cassette
Call 753-3114 after 5pm

24 hr.
Portable Welding

BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E Williams 489-2663
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Campers
COMPLETE touring pack
age 21tt Staraatt self
contained travel trailer and
1975 LTD out fitted for tow
ing All in excellent condi
bon $3500 firm Will sell
trailer separate 753-8019

GREENMASTER lawn
mowing. landscaping, garden tilling, sodding. yard
work Free estimates
753-2555

Key Mini-

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

EXPERIENCED tree ser
vice 18 years experience
trees trimmed topped or
removed Free estimate
Also firewood 436-2562
436-2758

Custom Woodworking

Hwy. 121 South

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
753-5562 if no answer
753-6078, 753-0996

'Drop by & see our showroom

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

voe., Murray.

Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
M
urray,

Phone
753-2571

7/14/147/a4k1

Ky

..1t0g/aftl

Rick's Home Improvement & Electric
Specializing In
REMODELING • ALL REPAIRS • ELECTRICAL
NO JOB TOO SMALL

S'00e,

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
4
414 No Job Too Small
Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Additions.

437-4455

436-5272

489-2739

Murray Made Windows - Siding Fencing
Downspouts 6 Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today!

Poison Control

753-7588

JERRY ATKINS

ASSOCIATES

121 By-Pass

Gentry Painting Co.
Pt 4

Who. Gentry
Box 1770‘

75344ui

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad
111.•

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Ky 42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

Boats
liktors

Your Business Ad Could
Be In This Space For
Only '5.00 Per Week.

call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad

1978 22' CATAUNA sailboat with trailer, 9 Ohp
eiectric-start Evinrud• motor. Valley," ports-head.
and three sails $4,500 firm
Call 753-4681 after 7pm
1988 BOMBER 16ft bass
boat with 85hp Johnson
motor and trolling motor
Classic trailer used very
little Priced nght 759-1519
after 5pm weekdays

ROOF repairs, new roofs
flat and shingle
90 1 2 4 7 - 5 2 5 2
or
1 8C0-447 2706

CUSTOM KITCMLII GASINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Warehouses

5211

14ft POLAR Craft boat with
18hp Johnson motor
trailer, depth finder, trolling
motor 753-0448

ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal. yard mowing,
driveway sealing Call
753-2869 or 436-5895

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate

GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing, tree work
436 2642

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

510

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast courteous
service 759-11335

ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753-4545
or 753-6763

435-4597

1983 FORD XLT, fully
loaded with truck tool box,
Excellent condition.
753-1932
1985 NISSAN pickup.
Standard bed, 5 speed,
AM/FM cassette, excellent
condition
$2750.
436-2910

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING For all your carpet &
upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753 5827 Satisfied
references

PROFESSIONAL carpet
and vinyl installation Seas
faction guaranteed Free
estimates 753 7081

CROP
SPRAYING

Mike Orten's
Welding Service

1982 SILVERADO Chevrolet short wheel base, lowrider $3000 435-4286

LAND of Lakes Remodel
ing - Free replacement win
dow or 2 squares of vinyl
siding with each tuft house
job For all vinyl or remodel
ing needs call for an estimate Financing available
1-522-7535 Office hours
830-4 30pm

ATTENTION
FARMERS

Call 753-7161
Vans

JOES Lawncare Residen PLUMBING repairman with
bat a Commeraal Mowing same day service Cali
and Trimming 345-2312 436-5255

MASON with 3 years ex
penence seeks employSHEETROCK finishing
ment Call 435-4161
new or repair 436-2811
MOODY'S mower repair
STEWART
S Upholstery.
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed Large selection of material,
new springs legs etc Rea753-5668
sonable rates free pick up
NEED your lawn mowed? and delivery 436-5236
Windows and screens
washed? Gutter cleaned? SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
Call us at 759-4438
line of equipment including,
PAINTING, quality work- 6011 aerial trucks and brush
4 wheel drive 4manship Free estimates chipper To assure a safer
wheeler, Harmony,
References Call Craig operation at a lower com
&cep, Liquid Nitro436-5245
petifive cost Free estigen application.
mates without obligation
Day or nite. 753-5484
Call
PERSONALIZED Video
Tommy West
Systems- Thief protection,
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
home inventories, recitals,
Service Center, cleaninglegal depositions, job trainLeave Message.
ing videos, & birthday par- servicing $15, most repairs
ties For all your video pro- $35 all brands 3rd Street.
Almo Open 9-12. 1-5,
duction needs, VHS format
Mon Fri 753-0530
HANDYMAN - Carpentry, Phone 759-1901
plumbing, electrical, maWILL break and disk garPLUMBING/24 hr
sonry, roofing Large or
den also landscape level
emergency service Free
driveway, bushhog Free
small jobs Quality work at
estimates Reasonable
good prices Free estiestimate 436-5430
rates Same day service
mates
753-1550, All
work guaranteed
WILL do plumbing and light
evenings
753-4200
hauling 435-4169
HARRIS HOME IMWILLIAMS Lawn Service
PROVEMENT One phone ROCKY COLSON Home
Mowing and trimming gutcall could save you money Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing, conter cleaning house paint436-5210 or 753-9458
ing Residential and comcrete Free estimates Call
HAULING, yard work, tree 474-2307
mercial Free estimates
removal, mowing Free es753-0085
QUALITY
Construction
timates 759-1683
WILL mow yards in ColAlteration & remodeling
water arid Kirksey areas
INBOARD/Outboard re- Porch & deck specialist
pair. Service calls
489-2355
436-2617 or 753-1126
502-436-2502

495

1974 DODGE Van $250
Call after 5pm. 753-9227

Union

%Mow
NNW

1989 VIP 24ft solid red.
radar arch, cuddy 60mph
plus Must sell buying new
boat
Best offer
1-362-8369

530

CARS
'89 Toyota 11R2
13487
'89 Toyota Caolla
1,487
19 Toyota Camry
11,917
89 Mazda 323
1,487
18 Toyota Cari LE....10917
88 Toyota Celra GT '10,487
'88 Toyota Caolla
1,487
'88 Toyota Carols LE 1,417
88 Toyota Carl
10,487
17 Mazda 626 LX
1,987
17 klustIng LX Caw 1,987
87 BIM 3255
19,487
'67 Toyota Supra
11,917
17 To Celica GT 1,417
17 Criry LE
1,917
17 Toyota Tercel
41,987
17 Plymarth Relict '3917
'86 Bud LeStre
1,987
16 Olds Deka 18
1,487
16 Pontiac Grd Pra _1987
'86 Buick Estate Wgn 1917
11 Fad LTD W?
14,497
15 Toyota Carry._ J5)31
15 Ford Tripp
1,431
1037
15 s Ciera
1987
84 Tolot Camry
5,487
14 Caralier Tm 10 Com,5,487'
114Tolota Gorolla
)130# Chirp ShOhy).'1,.437
13 Ford Escort
1,987
32 Cheri Celealy
1,487
12 Bud klai
'4417
'82 Tol'81cta
'11 OCs
Datsui SIM
1)87
'813 Clvri lorte
TRUCKS
19 Toyota SRS 4X1 12,187
'89 Chevy S10
'7,987
19 1olot3 di Es. C.'13,587
19 Toy P.
1,987
18 Oodie Calm
1,817
11 1°10 04
1,917
88 Suzuki Samura 1187
18 Toyota Tnrk
1917
'87 Aso Vr
1,987
17 GlIC Satan Col 12,117
17 Toyota 4X4
1,487
17 Tolot Vr
10,987
'86 Fad coBrf II
1,987
ToyotAPIJ
16
1,487
16 Toyota 414
'1,417
15 Cheri Saver* 4X4 1,987
Tai013 El Ca5
1,917
14 Jeep IVagoneer 1,187
11Tgo04X4
'4,181

530
Services
Offered

1982 PLYMOUTH Honzen
Serwkes
1979 BOBCAT, 4 cylinder, 2 door, hatchback,
Offered
4 speed, $1250 Karonel's 4-speed. 79,000 miles
Kars 318 Eastwood Paris, Karonel's Kars 318 .East- A-1 TREE
Service and
Tenn 1901-644-9451
wood Paris, Tenn
Stump Removal Spraying
and feeding Also free est
1979 CHEVY Caprice, one 1-901-644-9451
mates 35 years expen
owner 753-0511
1982 Z28 Camaro low
ence Glen Joiner owner
miles,
Goodyear Eagles,
1980 MERCURY Marquis
753-0906
all power, cruise control, loaded, excellent condition
$4500
753-1419
or
after
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
good clean car $1250
5pm, 753-1160
Factory trained by 3 major
753-9957 after 5pm
manufacturers Most parts
1981 AMC Concord: 4 1983 98 OLDSMOBILE in stock, on my truck
All
door, 91,000 miles, auto- Regency Brougham
work and parts warranted
loaded,
92,000
miles,
was Ask for Andy
matic, air, $2450 Karonel's
at The ApKars 318 Eastwood Paris, $4995, Now $4490 Kar- pliance Works. 753-2455
onel's Kars 318 Eastwood
Tenn 1-901-644-9451
Paris,
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Tenn
1981 BUICK Skylark 4 1-901-644-9451
Kenmore, Westinghouse
door, power steering/
Whirlpool 30 years experibrakes, air, AM-FM cas- 1983 PONTIAC Grand ence Used
Appliances
sette, extra nice condition
Prix: 1 owner, Tenn car, Bobby Hopper, 436-5848
$1450 753-5612,
53,000 miles Karonel's
Kars 313 Eastwood Paris, AURORA Plumbing Co
New work and repairs or
Tenn. 1-901-644-9451.
remodeling Best rates
TOYOTAS COST LESS 1984 CALIVER wagon Master License #5447,
loaded with power options, 354-8392
IN MURRAY
62,000 miles, $3995 Karonel's Kars 318 Eastwood BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operaParis,
Tenn,
tor 30 years experience
1-901-644-9451
Septic system drive-ways
198-4 CHEVY Chevette 4 hauling, foundations etc
door, 58,000 miles. $1700 759-4664
498-8917
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Education reform may wind up in court

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Pearl S. Humphreys
Mrs. Pearl Smotherman Humphreys. 93, Murray, died Sunday at
2:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The widow of Fred A. Humphreys, she was a member of Grace
Baptist Church.
Born June 25, 1896, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late John Smotherman and
Louisa Paschall Smotherman. Also
preceding her in death were three

sisters, Maggie Guthrie, Victoria
Guthrie and Nannie Everett, and
two brothers, 011ie Smotherman
and Jesse Smotherman.
Services will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Dennis
Norvell will officiate.
Burial will follow in South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Marguerite E. Hoffman
ray, and Mrs. Mary Dureya,
Mrs. Marguerite k. Hoffman, 76,
of Ocala, Fla., died Sunday at 7:35
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She became ill while visiting relatives here.
Born June 28, 1913, in Illinois,
she was the daughter of the late
Arthur.liall and Susie Conlee Hall.
Survivors are her husband, Charles L. Hoffman; two sisters, Mrs.
Maudie Kennerly, Elm Street, Mur-

Edwardsburg, Mich.; one brother,
Thomas Hall, South Bend, Ind.
The body has been transferred to
Forrest Lawn Funeral Home, Ocala.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
had charge of local arrangements,
but no visitation was scheduled
here.

A.G.(Gobel) Moody

e

A.G. (Gobel) Moody. 91, Rt. 8,
Murray, died Saturday at 2:10 p.m.
at his home. His death followed an
extended illness.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Locust Grove Baptist
Church.
Born Aug. 8, 1898, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Robert Elijah Moody and Lula Bell
Hodges Moody. One son, Keys
Moody, died Dec. 13, 1975.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Julia
Coy Moody, to whom he was married on Sept. 19, 1920; two daughtt:rS, Mrs. Thomas (Juanita) Hargis,
Paris, Tenn., and Miss Hilda
Moody, Rt. 8, Murray; two sorts,

Robert Moody and wife, Ella, Rt.
8, Murray, and Billy Moody and
wife, Edna, Purycar, Tenn.; six
grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren; two great-greatgrandchildren.
Services are today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Jeff Fuller
and the Rev. Jack Jones are officiating. Music is by Glenn Allen
Gallomore, soloist, and Marilyn
Gallimore, organist.
Pallbearers are Shawn Jones,
Cullen Moody, Tommy Warmack,
Johnny Parker, Larry Gene Kennedy and Carlton Moody. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.

Louis Edward Hicks
Louis Edward Hicks, 75, of Rt.
7, Box 880, Murray, died Friday at
1:35 p.m. at Baptist Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
A retired lieutenant colonel of
LS. Army, he had served in World
War II, Korean Conflict and
Vietnam War. He was a member of
First United Methodist Church.
He received his B.S. and M.A.
degrees from Murray State University. He was amember of Masonic
Lodge No. 672 at Texarkana, Texas, and a dual member of masonic
Lodge Valley of Taipie, Taiwan.
Born Oct. 17, 1914, at Paducah,
he was the son of the late Amp F.
Hicks and Lisa Mansker Hicks.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mahe Bargar Hicks; one daughter,
Mrs. Jeannette Stevens, Vacaville,

Calif.; one son, Louis E. Hicks Jr.,
Louisville; two sisters, Mrs. Cornelia Gorham, Paducah, and Ms. Letha Clancy, Manchester, N.H.; one
brother, A.F. Hicks Jr., Memphis,
Tenn.; five grandchildren, Ashley,
Megan and Lesley Stevens and
Tanya and Daniyel Hicks.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Nowell Bingham is officiating. Mrs. Oneida
White is organist and soloist.
Members of Military Guard from
Fort Campbell are serving as active
pallbearers. Members of Gleaner
Friendship Sunday School Class of
First United Methodist Church are
serving as an honorary group.
Burial will follow in Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens at Lone Oak.

Mrs. Susie E. Eversmeyer
Services for Mrs. Susie E. Eversmeyer were Saturday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Edwards-YorgensenMeloan Funeal Home, Manhattan,
Kan. The Rev. Travis Siever
officiated.
Burial rites were at 3 p.m. Saturday at Highland Cemetery, Ottawa,
Kan.
Mrs. Eversmeyer, 89, of 3108
Claflin Rd., Manhattan, died Wednesday at Memorial Hospital there.
Her husband, Gideon F. Eversmeyer, died in September 1983.
A former elementary school

teacher, she was a member of First
United Methodist Church.
Born Sept. 17, 1900, in Norton
County, Kan., he was the daughter
of the late Elmer Kintigh and Margaret Kintigh.
Survivors are three sons, Dr.
Harold E. Eversmeyer and wife,
Ruth, Murray, Merle G. Eversmeyer, Manhattan, and Ray E. Eversmeyer, Baldwin City, Kan.; two
brothers, Paul J. Kintigh and Clarence T. Kintigh, Norton, Kan.; five
grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.

Taz Galloway
Graveside rites for Taz Galloway
were today at 11 a.m. at Temple
Hill Cemetery. The Rev. Kendrick
Lewis officiated.
Pallbearers were Larry Roberts,
Dan Galloway, Charlie Lassiter,
James Ross, William B. Miller and
Jerry L. Lassiter.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Galloway, 75, died Friday at
6:15 p.m. at United Medical Center, Shelbyville. He was resided at
Old Masons' Home there.
A veteran of World War II, he
was a member of Temple Hill
United Methodist Church and
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Ava Sternlo, Mena, Ark.; one son,
Ned Galloway, Rt. I, Kirksey; two
sisters, Mrs. Jetta Houston, Murray,
and Mrs. Vallie Miller, Detroit,
Mich.; two brothers, Billy Nat Galloway, RL 1, Almo, and Burnett
Galloway, Detroit, Mich.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State lawmakers satisfied one education group when they rebuilt
Kentucky's public school system,
but its massive product apparently
will wind up in court because of
complaints from others.
One official pleased with the
reform package is former Gov. Bert
T. Combs. He represented 66 poorer school districts in a lawsuit that
prompted the state Supreme Court
to declare the education system
unconstitutional last June.
"I think this will meet the mandate of the court. I just think this is
a very great day for Kentucky,"
Combs said.
He said his clients won't challenge the package.
"I feel like the thing will meet
the Supreme Court intent, and that
our next job is to implement this
animal," said Jack Moreland.
Moreland is superintendent of the
Dayton Independent School District and president of the Council
for Better Education, the group of
poor districts that filed suit.
"And I'm certainly tickled to
death V,ith that," he said.
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Virginia Chapman, chairman of
the board of the Covington Independent Public Schools, said she
planned to go to court to fight the
state's new ban on hiring board
members' relatives.
Ms. Chapman has been a board
member for 32 years. Her daughter
was hired as a teacher 28 year ago.

The Supreme Court set up no
review mechanism when it ruled
the school system unconstitutional
and ordered the General Assembly
to take action.
The only way the case could
come before the court again would
be if a new complaint was filed in
Franklin Circuit Court.
Some groups may take such leg-
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REVIVAL
April 9th - 13th
Sunday Services -- 11 a.m. & 6:45 p.m.
Nightly -- 7 p.m.

R1=1:11='
Bro. Don Embry
Pastor of

Fellowship
Baptist Church
Sikeston, Mo.

Special Music Nightly

ELM GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
Hwy. 94 East

THE TERMITE SWARM SEASON
IS COMING SOON!!!!!
Beware of door to door salespeople offering termite inspections

Before the Need Arises. .

If you suspect your home may be infested with termites or
have a moisture problem, do yourself and your home a favor
by calling us for an inspection. Our trained technicians will
inspect the necessary areas of your home and tell you the
results. Then, if by chance you do have a problem that needs
correcting, our technicians will give you a complete and exact estimate of treatment and explain the treatment procedures.
Then, if you're not certain, get a second inspection and
estimate.

We are certain that after comparing not only price, but also
the service and the guarantee (which we back 100 0/0 and in
writing), that you will be sure about having the corrective
measures performed by our company.
Do not let yourself be pressured into a treatment that you
do not need to begin with, or that is extremely too high priced
for what you do need.
We have been serving the West Ky. area since 1958. We are
an established company, locally owned and operated, and we
can service your pest control needs better than anyone else.

Murray's Oldest and Largest

Keith York, Kelvin York, James Coleman and Jerry Lassiter

1302 N. 12th St.
Hwy. 641 N.

No one does it better
Anywhere, Anytime,
at any Price
Call Us Today!

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning

. T.;

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

— We are the only termite and pest control company in the
Murray area with an Entomologist on staff.

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.

FOR A FREE TERMITE INSPECTION
753-0414 or 753-3914

753-6800

Ocie McGee

Rick McGee

Owner

Manager, Murray

•••••

Mark McGee
Entomologist

,

